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Foreward
This anthology celebrates the 30th anniversary of U3A Box Hill,
highlighting the work of the U3A Box Hill writers’ group which has
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Stories
JANET CROWE

A walk along Gardiner Creek
Iris has a daily route which involves watching me intensely and tracking my
movements. She waits until I sit down then dances around me, woofs, and
runs off, returning with my walking shoes. If I ignore her, she follows me
around the house, shoe in her mouth, as if she is herding a recalcitrant sheep. I
am her servant. If I continue to ignore her, she drops the shoe and brings her
leash …” like Human, what don’t you understand?” At this point I give in. She
governs me. I am blessed with Iris because I would not walk the two / three
km each day in all weathers without her bossy demands. We call her Iris the
Virus because once in the car she can’t contain her excitement and yelps
continually in her high-pitched dog alto soprano voice. My grandchildren call
her “The opera singer. “
I am thankful that Iris brings me to Gardiner Creek because I love walking
along it. It’s not only the exercise for my aging body but good for my mind’s
lungs. Its life itself for high energy Iris and a time to run free, mix with other
dogs, great and small, socialize, sniff, swim and God forbid, paddle after
elusive ducks. A hundred years ago Gardiner Creek was home to the
Wurundjeri people who camped there, fished, and hunted. After European
settlement it underwent many changes and has metamorphosed to one of the
busiest creek walks in the area today. Although the native bushland has
vanished it has been replanted with young native trees There is still a small
remnant of old growth eucalypts that provides nesting places for the many
birds that call Gardiner Creek home. As I write this Iris is giving me the death
stare and I am flooded with guilt.
The tree lined walking trail meanders along the creek, past the reed beds that
give sanctuary to the ducks and frogs who give me such silent pleasure. The
creek falls over tumbled boulders and rocks providing an adventure
playground for kids and playful grownups who haven’t grown up, and dogs. Iris
loves scampering over these rocks and leaping into the water destroying the
peace of any duck. The duck paddles away. Iris dog paddles after it and comes
within a metre before the duck flies off to a more serene part of the creek.
Unfortunately, the creek is polluted as several drains empty into it, so I need
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to bathe her each time when I get home because she develops a nasty red
rash on her tummy if I don’t.
I have walked along beside Gardiner creek for the past five years in all seasons
and at different times of day and early evening. It has been my companion.
The creek is a connection to community. You are never alone. Kids and adults
ride their bikes, mothers push their babies in prams, families picnic, people jog,
students from Deakin University sit on the lawns in groups or walk holding
hands, but mostly everyone is there to walk their dogs off leash. Deakin
University with its new clean line buildings and open space gives zest to the
walk. It borders Gardiner Creek on both sides. The land was once owned by
the Princess Elizabeth Deaf School, The Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
and Allambie. Yesterday at eventide Iris and I walked and listened to the bird
song, the noisy kurrajongs filled the air with their lovely mournful cry, small
birds endlessly twittered, and a flock of cockatoos screeched and squawked at
each other. The creek is a place of coming together, for the birds, for the dogs,
and for humans. It is a lovely walk.
Over the past two years I have quietly watched construction of the new
Deakin Business Campus take shape on the opposite side of the creek.

Leaving Toora Gunyah Road
Reluctantly I embraced you. You were my Mount Everest climb. The energy
you drew from me to share your sacred beauty was immense. You gave but
you extracted your price …you took your pound of flesh.
Was it worth it? I can’t say. I am spent. You broke my arm, you broke my hip,
at least you tried to break it, and you made a cut up road map of my face and
turned my hands into witches’ claws from pulling out deadly nightshade that
refused to give up the ground it was anchored into.
I kept pace with you on this journey until I could not take another step. I
staggered up your steep hills with ten litres of roundup on my back to free you
of the invading marauding evil thistles. I slashed your paddocks and gave you
beautiful sheep to keep you company and fertilize your ground. We crowned
you with a strong lovely house and brought family to admire your beauty.
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Frank and I have made it to the finish line, we reached the summit tired and
exhausted, and we have had enough. There is no more we can give so we
hand you over to new owners who will love you with new energy. We give
them the fruits of our labours. I have loved your beauty, your ever-changing
moods, your intensity, and your serenity.
I loved your peace and your angry turmoil, your restless seasons, and the
clarity of your brilliant night skies. I loved your red, angry sun sets and the
singing night orchestra of a thousand beating wings and throats calling from
the earth to praise God.
I will miss the lyre birds calling from the valleys, the eagles circling over the
paddock, and the tiny honey eaters flitting in and out of the red grevillea
growing beside the
veranda. And I will
always remember the
white mist raising up
from the valleys and
drifting over the hills
like the earth’s soft
breath. The grandeur
of Wilsons’
Promontory and
beauty of Corner Inlet.
I heard your voice
raging as it screamed and hissed trough the tall pine trees. I saw your breath
bending the native trees into a frenzied dance, stripping their leafy branches
as they swayed under your power. I watched the lush tall green grass of spring
wither to dry to summer yellow, die in the winter and grow lush and green in
the miracle of Spring. I wondered at the hardiness of sheep as they stood like
frozen statues in the freezing rain.
I remember the fat, flying insects of summer beating against the windows at
night and feeling their life force in my hands. I forgive the nesting swallows for
building their nests in the laundry, and the mess they made and refusing to
leave home for three years.
I respected and feared the snakes who shared the land with us.
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I love my sheep, my beautiful ewes, darling old Frankie and Johnnie and
precious Hugo and their quirky smart ways. Nature always wins. always rules.
Stronger than Man, she rewards and punishes, tests strengths, and demands
respect. If Man destroys nature, he destroys himself.
So, husband you took me on this hard-unforgiving journey, and we grew old
and weakened through our labour…yet looking back, laugh or cry, we have
created a place of harmony with the natural world, a place for family to gather
away from the madness of city life.
Will I miss the two-and-a-half-hour midnight drives from Melbourne and the
windy dirt road up the mountain dodging wombats, possums, deer, and
wallabies? Will I miss the sheep running up to meet us at the gate in the dark
of night waiting for their treats, the stillness of the night and arriving in
another Universe?
Yes, I will. We will not miss the midnight drive back to Melbourne in the
pouring rain.
You may ask what happened to Hugo. Hewie was happy and well when I put
him back in the paddock, but the following morning he appeared listless and
staring vacantly into the air. He stood with his face to the wall and was
grinding his teeth. I googled up sheep symptoms and fearfully discovered that
he might be critically ill. It was Sunday and we called the vet, but it was dark by
the time she arrived, and Hugo was growing weaker and unable to stand,
The vet had been working from early morning and travelled in the winter dark
through the winding forest road from Mirboo North. She appeared at our
house like a veterinary Saint Joan of Arc. She radiated care, love and
compassion for Hugo as she carefully examined him. Her diagnosis was that
Hugo was neurotoxic from something he had eaten and might not survive the
night. She gave him antibiotics, steroids, and thiamine injections, and said if he
survived the night he may pull through. We put a nappy on Hewie and he slept
in our bedroom. Next day he was a little stronger. He would not eat or drink,
so I had to force feed him electrolyte fluids. We loaded Hewie into the car,
which was no mean effort, as he weighs about 100 kilos and took him down to
the Foster vet for another injection.
We had to return to Melbourne and as Hugo needed ongoing care, I asked my
daughter to care for him. Again, we loaded him into the car and drove to my
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daughter’s property at Monbulk. Just as well Hewie likes the car as he
travelled well. That night Hugo slept in their lounge with their dogs and next
morning he had recovered and began eating grass.
Hugo has transferred his affections to my daughter and has developed a taste
for camellias and cabbages. He is the boss of his paddock and the two young
ewes have fallen in love with him. I can’t blame them because he is such a
handsome boy. Hugo has a special place in my heart, and I am happy that he
has a good life with my daughter.

Reflections on past friends
There is a beautiful poem about a dog called “For I Will Consider My Dog Percy”
by Mary Oliver.
As I read the poem, I thought about my loyal and lovingly devoted golden
retriever Daisy. I thought about how she went into a deep depression and
grieved for me when we went away for five weeks. It was as if she had given
up on living. It took intense loving care to get her back to her happy tail
wagging, tongue hanging out old self. Daisy had the tolerance of a saint. She
suffered liberties that my old cat (who was in love with her) took and put up
with, sharing her bed and food. My darling understood kids, especially little
kids and was happy for them to climb over her, dress her up and tie ribbons in
her hair. For her, it was play-fun-time and the children loved her.
Daisy shared our caravan adventures. She understood when we told her to be
invisible at the “No Dogs Allowed “caravan parks and never barked at night.
She had impeccable manners. Daisy’s only fault was her insatiable appetite.
She loved food, all food, and made a nuisance of herself around other people’s
barbeques and one Christmas she ate two large pavlovas only leaving a few
crumbs on the floor. The giveaway was the cream around her mouth.
Thunder terrified her and sent her into blind panic. If I was at work, she would
dig herself out of the yard and blindly run up the busy road (in peak traffic).
Thank God there were kind people to rescue her and keep her safe.
I loved Daisy and mourned deeply at her passing.
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Time passes the heart mends and now we have adorable Iris who is a very
different personality. Our girl is assertive, bossy, energetic, smart as a needle,
obedient (with the exception of swimming after ducks in Gardiner Creek) and
she loves us. We love her and she is a great comfort to us.
Here is the poem by Mary Oliver:
For I will consider my dog Percy
For he was made small but brave of heart
For if he met another dog, he would kiss her with kindness
For when he slept, he snored a little
For he could be silly and noble in the same moment
For when he spoke, he remembered the trumpet and when
He scratched he struck the floor like a drum
For he ate only the finest food and drank only the
purest of water yet would nibble of dead fish also.
For he came to me impaired and therefore certain of
short life, yet thoroughly rejoiced in each day
For he took his medicines without argument.
For he played easily with the neighbours’ bull
mastiff.
For when he came upon mud, he splashed through it.
For he was an instrument for the children to learn
Benevolence upon.
For he listened to poems as well as love talk
For when he suffered it was as if he were being
Pleased by every part of the world
For when he sickened, he rallied as many times as he could.
When I read these lines, I thought about my 10-Year-old German Sheppard
Sam, who collapsed with a heart attack on a walk. I resuscitated him with
cardiac compressions (not mouth to mouth as my brother put around) and he
came back. I managed to get him home and again he collapsed. Again, I gave
him cardiac compressions and he revived. He looked at me with his beautiful
brown eyes as if to say, “I know you don’t want to lose me, so I will stay with
you.” One more time he stopped breathing and tried to come back for me. It
was time to let him go. It was the only kindness I could do. Sam was such a
loyal friend and lives in my memory.
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For he was a mixture of gravity and waggery
For we humans can seek self-destruction ln ways
He never dreamed of
For he took actions both cunning and reckless, yet
Refused always to offer himself to be admonished
For his sadness though without words was
understandable.
For there was nothing sweeter than his peace
when at rest.
For there was nothing brisker than his life when
in motion.
For he was of the tribe Wolf
(As was Sam, and Iris is)
For when I went away, he would watch for me at
the window.
(As does Iris)
(And leap out of it to follow me if she could)
For he loved me.
For he suffered before I found him. And never forgot it
(As Iris had before we rescued her)
For when he lay down to enter sleep, he did not argue
about whether or not God made him.
For he could fling himself upside down and laugh
a true laugh
(As Iris does with her four legs up in the air)
For he loved his friend Ricky.
For he would dig holes in the sand and then let
Ricky lie in them.
(As my Daisy would do for, for she was a digger)
For when often I see his shape in the clouds, and this is
a continual blessing,
I relate to this poem, and, yes, they continue to live in our consciousness.
Thank you, Mary Oliver.
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BRUNA DA COSTA
An eye on the storm
The cool change predicted for yesterday never eventuated so today we swelter
through another 38° day. By late afternoon, the cool winds sweep across the city
bringing thick grey clouds from the west, and with them, the promise of rain. By
evening, masses of the ominous clouds fill the sky. Then one white cloud rises up
behind the grey mass. Shaped like a giant dairy-bell swirl, it rekindles memories of
the ice-cream treat I enjoyed as a child, the sugary treat dripping down the waffle
cone. I caught the drips with my tongue and lapped up the delicious vanilla flavour.
My mother and I take a walk. We stroll uphill, discussing my future while clouds
keep sweeping across the sky above us. The first cool raindrops hit us.
Unperturbed, we walk on with an eye on lightning flashes on the horizon. I
estimate its distance by counting the seconds between lightning and the thunder
that follows. The approaching storm is some way off and we’re confident we can
continue our walk. Clouds far out to the west disperse and soft rays from the
setting sun point down across the wilted vegetation. Mum pauses to admire the
sunrays. ‘Look at that,’ she says. ‘It’s like an escalator to heaven.’
I’m more focussed on the rainclouds gathering above me and to the north.
Thunderclaps seconds after each lightning flash. The cool breeze is now a blustery
wind that’s being channelled down the street on which we’re walking. ‘If
lightening hitches a ride on this wind, we’ll get sizzled,’ I say to Mum. ‘We’d better
get a move on.’ We decide on a short cut and quicken our pace, but we’re caught
in the cold drizzle and suddenly home seems unreachable. Thunder and lightning
clashes become more regular.
We turn left into a street where the breeze is almost non-existent, but the
evening coolness is wonderful. Not so the showering rain penetrating our clothes.
We hurry downhill with our backs to the storm. I keep glancing behind me,
watching out for lightning strikes, until Mum and I reach the gates to home. Then
we make a dash to the back verandah, just as heavy rain comes pelting down on
the tin roof. It saturates the soil. Awesome lightning slices across the sky. Thunder
booms before rolling to a whispering rumble.
‘Our apple tree’s enjoying this downpour,’ Mum says.
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‘And so’s the pear tree,’ I say. The storm eases. Mum’s garden is enriched with
renewed shades of green. Blackbirds emerge from their shelters in search of
worms before nightfall. The willy wagtail starts his evening ritual, wagging his tail
on the fence post. He flits to the ground, then onto the tomato stake and back to
the fencepost, always doing his merry dance and chattering.
Dad joins us on the veranda. ‘What were you thinking, going out for a walk in this
weather?’
‘We were observing the forces of nature,’ I say. ‘Walking through it is so
invigorating.’ Mum agrees. ‘You should have come with us, Dad…Oh! And guess
what? I’ve decided on a career.’ Mum and Dad look at me. ‘I don’t want to be a
politician. Think I’ll study meteorology instead.’ Their high expectations are
dashed.

The Classic Bucket
The galvanized bucket
cold, unbending,
weighed down with wash water,
scrapes across terracotta floors,
sends shivers down one’s spine.
Its partner in operation, the mop,
swish-swashes over patterned grids
collects blotches of filth,
wipes across streaks,
and traps them within its shredding
strands.
Soap bubbles floating in hot water
disintegrate with every greasy rinse.
The mop is drawn between rollers
that screech with the strain
of squeezing out discoloured wash water
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and so the cleaning process continues.
A laborious chore, this bucket towing.
it sours the tongue like bitter lemons
and challenges the domestic
to complete this laborious task
of sanitizing an endless floor space,
each swipe touching on boredom,
Stained glass windows
in cathedrals with high ceilings
have vibrated from
the bucket’s offensive percussion.
Its metal sides crashing against pews
in ancient monasteries.
Yet, within its domain,
the bucket delivers on expectation
and the cleaner achieves their objective;
satisfaction upon completion of the task
and a sense of cleanliness,
the essence of one’s existence.
The classic bucket,
this reliable contraption,
is hidden away out of sight
where one never cares to look
It dutifully awaits for
the next imminent rendezvous.
The Greatest Aussie Car
‘My Holden is the greatest car that’s ever been built on Australian soil,’ Dougie
proclaims, hitching up his trousers and pounding his chest. ‘The classic 59 FC
tops all other Holdens, and it definitely outperforms any
Ford.’ He continues to boast about its wonderful features.
‘Mechanically, it’s as good as new and it’ll serve us for a
long time yet. Mark my word!’
His family insist he should get rid of the old bomb and trade up to a more
modern and more reliable car. ‘Like a cool Mustang,’ Dougie’s son, Darrel,
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suggests. ‘That’s if you really want to declare your passion for classic cars.’ But
Darrel’s cajoling cannot change his father’s opinion.
Dougie’s often outside with his car, a soft cloth in his hand, breathing on the
chrome trimmings and meticulously polishing them to a mirror shine. He
applies extra wax to the discoloured two-tone duco and buffs it up to its
original green and white. Well, almost. The car actually needs a complete paint
job if it’s to rise to its showroom glory, but in Dougie’s eyes, it has still
maintained its original beauty. Caressing the curved bonnet and boot sends a
thrill through his whole being like nothing else can.
In reality, regular checks are a must if the car’s to run as smoothly as it did on
better days. Oil needs constant top ups; pepper in the leaking radiator is
mandatory and the petrol tank needs flushing. As for the tyres, they need
regular pumping up. He doesn’t mind spending all this time with his beauty.
It’s his way of avoiding any house and garden maintenance his wife, Sheila,
wants done.
When Dougie and the car take off for their Sunday drive, the simple and
trustworthy engine starts up first try every time. The faithful ‘pièce-derésistance’ responds to his controlled acceleration and smooth gear changes,
no kangaroo hops with this masterpiece and its learned driver. The shock
absorbers allow the classic to glide over ditches and humps with amazing
grace. It cruises proudly among its modern-day counterparts, while the
chuffed owner’s grin resembles the chrome grid on the car itself.
Sheila, the lady of the house, fiercely disagrees with Dougie’s conviction that
it's ‘the greatest car… Blah! Blah! Blah!’ She pictures herself driving a more
modern car. A late model automatic would do. Of course, a brand-new car is
beyond her wildest dreams. Sheila drops hints for a newish Mazda, or Toyota,
even a little Peugeot would be nice. Her 40th birthday is alarmingly close, and
she applies her feminine charm when dropping the hint. But, to no avail. The
newish car never eventuates. Instead, she’s forced to use the family classic.
Having to drive the oldest car in the neighbourhood has its drawbacks and,
much to the irritation of her beloved, Sheila needs the classic car every
weekday. The antiquated vehicle malfunctions every time she goes near it. For
starters, the worn key refuses to unlock the car door and Sheila dishes out
colourful expletives while battling with the obstinate door lock.
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‘Don't push the key in all the way,’ Dougie insists, his voice rising to a
crescendo.
The two bystanders, Darrel, the teenage geek, and Corin, the groovy daughter,
do an impatient jig as the adults serve outrageous insults across the bonnet.
‘Just draw the key back a smidgen,’ Corin shouts. Sheila listens to her daughter
and the driver’s door lock yields. She then has to unlock the passenger doors
from the inside; there’s no central locking on this beauty.
Sheila pumps the accelerator pedal and turns the key, but the trusted engine
misses, so she pumps it repeatedly. Dougie stands beside the driver’s door, his
blood pressure’s soaring as he’s dishing out instructions. Sheila’s blood
pressure reaches boiling point. Darrel intervenes.
‘Give the flooded engine a minute to clear or I’ll be late again,’ Darrel protests.
‘It's this stupid car,’ Sheila insists.
‘It’s the incompetent driver,’ says Dougie.
After coughing and sputtering, the engine of the great Aussie classic starts up,
blowing fumes from its shining exhaust. Sheila drives out of their property and
takes off down the street fumigating the neighbourhood. For her, the
magnificent machine stalls at every red light. Still, she manages to unload the
kids at the high school gates. Then it’s off to the hairdresser and the post
office, where the overdue bills are begrudgingly dealt with. Sheila unloads her
motoring frustrations with friends at a café lunch before a quick duck into the
supermarket. In the car park, she dishes out jack-o-lantern smiles to the
passer-by who glances sideways at her attempts to start up the dated green
machine. When the engine finally responds, she makes her way back to the
school. Darrel insists on piling extra passengers and their luggage into the sixseater for the trip to the basketball courts. Sheila sticks to side streets in order
to avoid any embarrassment at stop lights in front of Darrel’s friends.
After a crushing defeat at the courts, the long-faced players pile into the
classic car, expecting to be dropped at their respective homes, but she knows
how much fossil fuel the magnificent machine guzzles up so the nearest bus
stop has to do.
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The ‘greatest-car-ever’ arrives home, seemingly unscathed, except
Sheila's hairdo looks quite dishevelled as she faces the bollard.
‘How’d she go?’ He asks with pride and admiration.
‘It’s the same question every time,’ she responds. ‘How do you think she went?
You ought to put blinkers on her, so she doesn’t see the flamin’ stop lights.’
‘Did she stall again?’
‘When doesn’t she stall?’
‘Not with me, she doesn’t! It’s the crazy way you drive.’
And, once again, Dougie’s head disappears under the bonnet, mumbling about
the carburettor; or the spark plugs; or it could be the solenoid this time. The
check-up is more for his personal satisfaction rather than solving Sheila’s
problem. Finally, Dougie waves a magnifying glass over the curves and along
the flanks of the love of his life, checking for nicks on the paintwork.
‘Just this once!’ Darrel begs. He has his licence and has driven with his father
many times and Sheila knows he’s a competent driver. But Dougie has never
let him take the car out on his own.
‘You have to let him have a go sooner or later,’ Sheila has dared to suggest,
but no.
‘When he’s finished school, he can find a job and buy his own.’
In a moment of weakness, before Dougie arrives home from work, Sheila
concedes to Darrel’s pleas.
‘Your father will kill me when he finds out,’ she says, and passes the keys over
to her son. Darrel promptly plants adhesive plates bearing the letter ‘P’ onto
the front and back windows, but his interpretation of the ‘P’ is ‘'Permission to
Practice my Performance', and he prepares to do just that.
‘Once only around the block! Do you hear me?’ Sheila shouts, regretting her
decision.
Darrel sits behind the wheel grinning from ear to ear as he reverses the car
onto the road with the greatest of care. However, once he’s out there, Darrel
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experiences an adrenalin rush and gives the car a rush of fossil fuel. Loud
vroom-vrooms reverberate up and down the street, warning neighbours of his
presence. With the volume of the portable CD player cranked to the max, the
driver and the green machine take off.
On his way home from the bus stop, Dougie sees his classic machine skid
around the corner. He hears the suspensions clunk and crunch, as the car
makes contact with the road humps. The roar of the car engine fades into the
distance as Dougie tugs at the few remaining strands of hair draped across his
cranium.
‘Just around the block?’ Dougie yells when he asks Sheila for an explanation,
and a barrage of colourful language follows.
Out on the main road, Darrel sticks to the maximum speed limit, throwing
insults at drivers that hold him up. ‘Moronic road hogs,’ he yells with the
windows wound shut. The tyres screech to a halt at intersections when lights
turn red. He takes off, depositing skid marks on the road while the exhaust
blows smoke out the rear end.
He drives past the bowling alley, hankering for Delilah’s attention, wanting to
show her his driving skills. He slows to a crawl, then once she’s seen him, he
screeches off towards the pizza take-away. Five minutes later, he exits with
the pizza and drops it onto the cracking leather upholstery on the front seat,
regardless of his father’s warning.
‘I won’t have smelly salami and anchovy pizzas on my leather seats. Thank
you.’ His father covers the seat with a towel before dropping greasy pizzas on
it, but what the heck. Darrel hurries home before the pizza cools. He ducks
around the ‘road hogs’ and, reaching the end of his street, misjudges the sharp
bend. The classic car hits the curb and a tyre pops, the wheel buckles on
impact and the left side of the grinning grid collapses into the gutter, bringing
his rendezvous to a crunching halt.
An unmarked police car pulls up behind him.
‘What’s up?’ a policewoman asks, and, after a thorough inspection, the two
ladies declare the car unroadworthy. ‘You’ve got problems, mate. The shassy’s
buckled. And the engine violates EPA regulations.’
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Darrel is worried the skid marks on his underpants might also violate EPA
regulations and maintains a safe distance from the uniformed women. ‘What a
worthless rust bucket you are,’ he proclaims while landing a swift kick on the
deflated rubber.
A tow truck, lights flashing, appears at the scene.
‘Haven’t seen one of these beauties in a while.’ the tattooed driver says.
‘Great car that! Too bad you crunched it.’
Darrel reaches into his pocket, retrieves his mobile phone and calls the
landline.
‘Mum! Thank God it’s you. Listen up. The car’s a wreck and the towy wants to
know where we want it delivered!’
‘Your father's on his way,’ Sheila says, relieved that all the action is at the end
of her street and not at home.

The Toddler
He wakes, lies in his cot and babbles to himself,
repeating the sounds he has already mastered.
High pitched squeals combine with
Dad dad dad and Mum mum mum.
He experiments with new sounds,
enjoys his vocal expressions and
repeats them until he‘s distracted
by the two most important people in his life.
He greets them with a radiant smile
in anticipation of what’s to come.
He takes his bottle of sustenance with open hands.
Lying back on a cushion, he draws on the white liquid,
while stroking his blond hair
that compliments limpid blue eyes
that follow his gloating parents’ every move.
Each morning, he greets his toys
with the enthusiasm he shows a new gift.
oh’s and ah’s and great big smiles escape him
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as he tests each one; those that make music
and those that light up at the touch of a button.
He reaches for the ball to see if it will roll away
like it did yesterday, and wonders why.
He pushes the fire engine and watches it cross the floor.
Everything works much the same as they did
the day before, and that’s reassuring.
He turns the pages of rhyming books,
feely books and his favourite,
the book on real trains.
No sign of Thomas in this book.
Instead, Thomas has the privilege of
its own exclusive publication
that comes with a Thomas train on tracks.
Puzzles challenge his memory
and he doesn’t give up until they’re complete.
He’s quick to learn new skills on his push bike,
turning left, turning right, reversing, dismounting,
all self-taught as his parents watch in amazement.
He has mastered the reverse crawl down the steps,
then he hunts for worms, millipedes and slaters
while loading pebbles into his dump truck.
Like a hungry chick with open beak,
the child takes spoonfuls of his mother’s cooking.
Impatient for more, he hand feeds himself
in case the mashed vegetables vaporise before him.
Mash smears his face, his clothes, and the table.
The toddler has learnt so much in his first years of life
and still has so much more to learn.
Each time I lay eyes on my grandson
my wish for him is the same; that he never loses
the gift of curiosity, wonderment,
and his joyous disposition.
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The Woman on the Beach.
A young woman stands on the water’s edge and removes her broad-brimmed
hat and glasses. Her light brown hair streaked with strands of turquoise and
crimson falls across her shoulders and trails down her back. Her swimsuit
matches the colours in her hair. Bells tinkle around her ankles. Green painted
toenails and fingernails suggest she has a vibrant disposition. I watch from my
spot on the beach, mesmerised by this striking creature.
If I hadn’t planned to meet my sister Sam, I’d have introduced myself to this
glamorous woman who reminds me of the mermaid in Sam’s favourite book,
the one I guarded with the enthusiasm of a deprived boy. I never understood
why mermaids were meant to interest girls while boys were directed towards
trucks and dinosaurs. Sam fancied my dump truck and Apatosaurus as much as
I loved wearing her mermaid outfit until she grew into it.
The woman has her back to me so I can’t see her face. She could be an athlete
or a dancer, given her curvaceous calf muscles. She raises her arms
and folds them behind her neck, surrendering her sleek torso to the
sun and allowing the sea breeze to play with her hair. Her toes sink
into the sand and rippling waves kiss her feet. One with nature, the
woman seems to relish the moment. She looks so striking, my
instinct is to pick a rose and offer it to her, except I’m lying on a
tropical island edged with palm trees. Would she accept a coconut
in the same fashion as she would a rose?
I had arrived on the beach early, eager to catch up with Sam after
not having seen her in almost three years. I’d been working in
Europe. She’d recently joined a tour group that travelled through
Tibet and Nepal, and then trekked across the Himalayas. We’d
agreed to meet on Fiji Island, our family holiday hot spot, and stay
for a week before returning home together; home being our
parents’ house in Melbourne.
I can’t see Sam anywhere, so I decide to buy this woman a drink from the
stand on the beach. The man at the stall slices away the top of a coconut and
drops a straw into the milky liquid. With one red and one green cocktail
umbrella piercing the white flesh, it looks presentable, quite colourful really.
On my way back, I pass a frangipani tree and pick a small bunch of the white
and yellow florets for her. Not a rose, but a beautiful flower none-the-less.
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I approach the lady with the mermaid hair, aware that I‘m encroaching her
space and should expect some level of rebuke. She turns and flings her arms
into the air. The coconut and frangipani take flight.
‘Ahhh! I’ve been sooo dying to see you,’ Sam shouts. I’m speechless. I can
hardly believe my eyes. My tubby tomboy little sister has grown into a
stunning young woman. We hug…and laugh…and hug some more.
‘Look at you!’ is all I can say.
‘So, I bet you recognised me by the colours I’m wearing?’
I’m too embarrassed to admit I hadn’t. How quickly people change in just a
few years. And yet, she’s still the bubbly five-year-old mermaid I grew up with.
Sam steps away and looks me over. ‘Hmm! You can’t tell me you haven’t
found a girlfriend yet!’ I hadn’t.
We spend the week swimming, hiking, and talking about the experiences we
had on our travels. Then it’s back home to Melbourne where we repeat our
stories all over again.
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DENNIS FITZGERALD
A word is worth a thousand photos.
Time moves on, everything becomes bigger, faster and better, or does it? As a
child I knew that the family photos would take at least two weeks from being
sent off by mail as a film roll to be developed and printed and then returned
by mail. The process was slow and quite expensive. The photos were what
they were, there were no retakes or photoshop changes. When I searched,
unsuccessfully, for one specific old photo I found that I had literally thousands
of digital photos, many of which I had never actually looked at.
Since the photos were expensive not many were taken, and only significant
family events or travel destinations were recorded. My first camera, bought in
the late 1960s, had a simple wind the film and shoot the photo approach. At
the time I ‘wasted’ the film taking photos of our house, family and neighbours
but now I so wish I could find those photos from fifty years ago.
There now seem to be a great number of people, mostly celebrities, but not
me, that have taken nude/rude photos and stored them in the ‘cloud’ and
then had them hacked and published on many internet pages. Some internet
sites and apps including Facebook and Instagram have policies that state they
won’t publish any such photos and
restrict most images of nudity,
although often unsuccessfully, and yet
they have successfully removed
images of the Danish nude ‘Little
Mermaid’ statue.
The principal question to be
considered is – why do we take so
many digital photos? An obvious initial answer is that we can take as many as
we want, free of cost, see the image immediately, and then retake them if
they are not perfect. A more thoughtful possibility is our need to prove our
existence to the whole world, not just our immediate family and friends, and
Instagram, Facebook and many other apps offer a way to do this. Facebook
was originally designed to connect individuals and for them to share their lives
including family discussion, photos and often cat photos. Instagram was more
specifically designed to cater for sharing photos and videos. Have these social
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media apps however become the modern weapons for attacking those that
you don’t agree with?
From my thousands of digital and printed photos, only a dozen or so are
irreplaceable memories of family or events. Most of the rest are only still there
because it would take too long to sort and shred or delete them, although
there is that niggling feeling that they are still important.
There are only a few photos that are
actually important because everyone
would recognize them and value them for
what they show. There are a few photos
don’t need to be described in detail, as a
few words will invoke the image and
memories about the events they portray;
the man in front of the tank in Tiananmen
Square, the running Vietnamese girl burnt by Napalm, the moon landing or the
man falling from the twin towers. These are photos that show the best and
worst of the human race.
For those that can still remember cameras with film rolls, we knew why we
were taking any particular picture and can probably still recall all the details
fifty years later. The same might not be true for the Instagram generation. For
them a photo is no longer a memory, that is where I was and who I was with,
but now it seems to be used as a form of proof, this is the famous person I met,
this is why I am famous, don’t I look wonderful in these clothes or even
something more important such as this is the best breakfast to have!
As with most things in life we need to value what is important, the few things
that matter, not the thousand photos we take of nothing important. We need
to spend time enjoying life not just spend time recording what we are enjoying.
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Fame at last?
At the start of the 1960s TVs were quite rare in rural Australia and only a few
wealthy families could afford the black and white TVs with their small screens.
Our primary school did have a TV and I was able to watch the moon landing, a
memory that I will never forget. TV showed a magical land that we could just
glimpse and never thought we could be part of.
In time and after much urging, we finally got a family TV and a warning about
getting square eyes from watching it for too long. We swiftly entered the
exciting world of Gilligan’s Island, Bonanza and Disneyland. There were
probably some more uplifting, educational shows on, but they are long
forgotten unlike the ‘classics’. A regional TV station offered the possibility of
appearing on a children’s show, BTV6 Juniors, but unlike our braver cousins
who took up the chance we sat in the audience section. The first actual
appearance on TV was a chance walk by when we went past a crime scene
story which then appeared that evening on the main news broadcast. A
fleeting few seconds on TV, only seen once and never forgotten, but like a
drug hit there was a hunger for more of this.
Another decade passed and we saw off the 70’s with much TV viewing but no
appearances. Perhaps living on a farm outside a small town was not the
drawcard that would bring TV cameras back into our lives. The end of this
decade saw me off to do four years at university and, on rare occasions, when
on a student protest march, I could be seen in the background amongst
thousands of others, a quick appearance but no personal recognition. Again,
an accidental walk by at the opening of an Arts Centre gave me fifteen seconds
of fame, although wrongly identifying me as a union official. Andy Warhol's
words, “In the future, everyone will be world-famous for 15
minutes” looked like a distant, fading promise.
Not being the sort of person who gives up easily, after sixty
years of almost complete failure I trudged on with my
ambition to enter the glamorous world of TV entertainment. I
decided to do some research by going along as an audience
member to see the magic behind the curtains. The first show
was a quiz show with some very good prizes. I was able to
answer more of the questions than the other contestants in
total, but I wasn’t under the glare of the studio lights where
any error would see me shamed. The show took significantly
longer to film than to later show. The panel of contestants
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was quickly reduced to three at the end as one person expressed some clear
disappointment with losing. The main lesson learnt then was that being nice
will get you more screen time than a tirade of profanities.
My second research piece was being in the audience of a political talk show
where the audience set the agenda by asking questions related to the given
topic. I submitted a number of questions which were all ignored but at least I
got to sit in the audience and see them being ignored. A fleeting camera pan
of the audience saw me on TV for almost a second and so it was worth all the
effort. The next time I emailed some questions I was asked to send in a video
of my question as it was no longer possible to have a live a studio audience. I
watched the episode and saw my video question being ignored again. My
research however had started to produce some results and with my third
attempt I got to ask my question in front of a studio camera, a surprisingly big
and intimidating camera. My fifteen seconds of fame asking the question
would have been perfect if the announcer hadn’t mispronounced my surname.
It looked like fifteen seconds on a TV screen was going to be my greatest
achievement but that wasn’t enough to satisfy my drive for media fame.
After much consideration I decided to go to the quiz show format but not for
the money, only for the fame. There is an Australian comedy ‘Mastermind’
style show where you would be questioned on your own specific topic and
other general knowledge areas. I selected my specialist topic Star Trek, went
to the audition, and found that I was only one of hundreds of potential
contestants. I went through the first general stage, onto a trial of my specific
knowledge and finally to an interview but then nothing. It appears that I was
not exciting enough or nerdy enough or probably both. I saw another person
doing this topic and quite unsuccessfully. It was a result I was quite capable of.
Not in the least discouraged by yet another failure I returned to try again the
next year with a new topic, the TV soap opera The Bold and the Beautiful. The
selection of the topic was made after looking at the program’s website, which
listed all of the topics that had already been used and couldn’t then be reused.
The list of topics showed which type were more likely to be successful. I went
through the same application process, the same audition and interview but
there was a different outcome a few months later. I was offered an
opportunity to appear on the show if I still wanted to. After a lengthy
consideration of about one second, I sent back my acceptance and was told it
would be filmed in a few weeks. After weeks of study, I was ready.
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I arrived early to the studio and after identifying myself I was taken off to the
backlots of the studio. My friends and family who came to watch were taken
from the main audience group and had seats in the front row. The four
contestants were made up, the first and probably last time I wore makeup. We
were given food and drink, not unlike the prisoner’s final meal, before we
were paraded off to the stage. A lengthy presentation on the details on how
the game show was to proceed was given and we were ready. We had all seen
the show a number of times but that was only the final edited version of a
much longer filming session.
The format of the show started with an introduction to each contestant, and a
few jokes based upon the content of their application. I had supplied a few
tales and some photos so that the compere could present one or two of them
and make ‘fun’ of me although it was fairly mild and positive. My first story
was a modelling photo from almost forty years ago. It was for a clothing
company that could fit all sizes and I was the ‘larger’ size gentleman where
XXX referred to clothing rather than anything odd or inappropriate. I still
retained the larger size tag, so it did garner a few laughs as I hammed up the
role. The second was my hobby or obsession of writing letters to the editors of
newspapers, on a number of topics including this show and the general state
of TV. He was surprised that I had over 1,500 letters published in one year
although they showed another contestant’s surprise rather than his stunned
look. The other contestants were boring, or so I thought. The compere’s
questions and answers went on for about five minutes but only about one
minute would be shown.
The first round of the battle commenced with my questions and finished
quickly as I only answered two of the five. One of the other contestants ‘stole’
one of my questions and got double points for that, although I later returned
the favour and stole back some points. There was one leader and three with
about the same score. The second stage of my battle for the stars or at least to
be a star was the compere’s topic which could be anything. The topic was
revealed, and it was a disaster. Who knows anything about Queen Boadicea
and her battles? The only option left was to guess and sometimes it worked.
Tension rose as two of us were neck and neck until the last question worth
double points. I bravely chose B while he went for the standard C when you
have no idea, although C was the answer, and my TV appearance was over,
although I made the fifteen minutes that Andy Warhol had promised me. The
rest of the show, now irrelevant, drifted on without my input and was of no
consequence to me. There were a few segments and answers that needed to
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be reshot for a better version although we were not able to improve our
scores now that we knew the answers. Soon the filming of the show was over,
and we took a group shot and dispersed.
Almost six months later an email arrived announcing that my episode would
be shown on April 1st, an appropriate date I thought. Although I knew the
results, I was quite interested in how I and the others would be presented and
how our responses would be edited. I had told selected friends but the TV
channel repeatedly showed ads for the upcoming show so many knew I was
about to appear. The TV version of the episode was interesting for what was
shown and what was left out. For some reason, the interviews were shown in
reverse order to how they were filmed, and I was the first to be shown and for
a longer time. It was surprising how many people that knew me had that
channel on at that time.
I had my fifteen minutes of fame, and it was good.
I just like watching.
When I say that I just like watching there are a few raised eyebrows and
scornful looks. It’s odd that people who know me make judgements before
they ask any questions. The reality is much more boring and not in the least
inappropriate or as creepy as some thought.
Like many people, I find sitting at the window of a coffee shop or in the back
corner a great opportunity to watch the world as it passes by. Watching a part
of the passing crowd provides a chance to envision the lives of the great and
powerful as well as the meek and mild.
A practice run can be conducted on the train into town as the person sitting
opposite has a story to tell, although rarely do you get the chance to hear that
story, so you have to use your imagination to write a version. The clues are
there and like a modern Sherlock Holmes you can get information from their
appearance. Shiny black shoes might suggest they are trying to climb the
ladder of promotion but still have a long way to go. A briefcase may portray an
image of importance, full of documents or full of sandwiches, or just the desire
to be important. Since the image may not be the reality the imagination can
be more interesting that the real person sitting there.
Different coffee shops also offer different groups of people passing by with
different stories to create. Each coffee shop has its own brand of customers
and passers-by, the hipper the venue, the younger the crowd seems to be. I
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quite enjoy sitting in these coffee venues as the coffee is usually good and it
seems to upset some of the youngsters, a sport that many of us over 30s,
actually over 60s, enjoy. Conversely there are a number of large coffee shops
where you can read the free papers, drink the free water and use their free
Wi-Fi and then leave as they often don’t ask you what coffee you would like as
you hide in public view. Sometimes old people are invisible and sometimes too
visible.
Sitting in a favourite small coffee shop with a capacity of about twenty people
I see the identifiable groups in the room, the table thieves with one coffee and
an hour to drink it or the avid newspaper readers with the same coffee and
time. The groups include couples: the young and freshly in love holding hands,
the older, established couples holding their warm coffees in their hands, and
millennials holding phones as their coffees cool before they ask for them to be
rewarmed. David Attenborough, with a hushed voice, would have more
descriptive ways of presenting these familiar groupings from the coffee-based
animal kingdom.
As always, the interest lies with the variations rather than the standard
groupings of people. Individuals sit at the windows or at small tables in the
corners. A coffee barista, actually just a normal coffee brewer, told me that
the individuals at the window seats are usually at higher benches in single
seats rather than occupying a table for four, as it makes the venue look fuller
and thus more popular, and as people go where they think other people are
going.
There is the older individual, usually well into their senior years, out for their
daily coffee. It seems the better dressed they are the more special the
excursion. They read as being singular and perhaps isolated, looking for some
human interaction even if it is only with the waitress and then the newsagent
on the way back to their empty house. It seems sad but these are the ones still
willing, or able, to get out. Their family are too busy to join them.
The younger isolate is possibly a lost soul too. Regular in their coffee habits,
they are on their way to study or work, but they prefer their isolation at a
small café rather than being isolated in a crowded university food court. It
seems that being one of a dozen is much easier than being one of a hundred.
They will occasionally meet up as a group of individuals for sport or an online
game, but almost certainly depart individually.
The arrival of the couples that are not romantically connected or are hoping to
be provides more opportunity for the amateur Sherlock to work with. As the
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couple arrive together, or the second individual joins at the table, their
purpose is not always so obvious although their relative position is usually
clear. There may be the senior and junior, an employer and an employee or
hopeful employee, or a salesperson and a client. The manner of greeting will
give an indication of position, as does who gets the coffees and pays for them.
Being able to eavesdrop reduces the difficulty of the task but often adds
colour and confirmation of your predictions. Rarely is there any real way of
determining the accuracy of your guesses.
The pleasure of just watching and guessing can be found anywhere, although
it should be at a public venue both for the number of observations and to
avoid people considering you as weird or dangerous. It’s a cheap hobby, at
about a coffee an hour, and it can be entertaining if you try to determine their
occupation, their honesty, the likelihood their companion is their official
partner, or even the crimes they may have committed.
Many people spend their time doing jigsaws, putting the pieces together to
create a known picture, but watching people takes pieces of the person to
create a picture which may not be accurate.
Find a good coffee shop, enjoy your observations of other people and their
lives, and don’t mention my name if the police ask what you are up to.
Rescued from the Dead Sea – The mistakes of misnomers.
The Dead Sea is the saltiest sea in the world, and you can’t drown there. Well,
that’s a bit of a misnomer in a number of ways.
The Dead Sea isn’t actually a sea nor
dead. There are a few microscopic
algae that live there although,
because of the high salt content,
about thirty three percent, it’s a
very inhospitable environment and
most plants and animals would
quickly die there. It’s also not a sea
but rather a lake and is about 400m below sea level, which presents some
interesting environmental challenges. The temperature at this level is higher
than in the surrounding areas and it is believed that there is less harm from
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the sun there although that is not so clear. There is also a ‘saltier’ water body
in Turkey.
The Dead Sea, although not dead, is certainly dying. The lake is endorheic, i.e.,
it has water flowing in but not out with the Jordan River flowing into the Dead
Sea, or at least it did before water was removed for irrigation in recent years.
The countries around it, Jordan, Israel and Palestine, could be described as
arid or less kindly, as a pile of rocks and rubble, where without irrigation little
would grow. At present the water level is dropping about one metre a year
due to evaporation, although this rate will slow as the surface area decreases.
It is a place that ‘everyone should visit’ because of
its unusual properties and the ability to float
without trying. When you get there, you see a
beach at the end of a long walk down a steep hill
to the water’s edge, later to be followed by a long
walk uphill as elevators and lifts seem to be
uncommon throughout the adjoining countries. It
is also clear that there are very few beaches, as
most are simply hills adjoining the lake with no
beach, and that most of the best beaches have
hotels attached to them. There are few public areas from which to enter the
water.
One of the first things you notice is the number of people covered in black
mud as the mud from the sea contains many different minerals and apparently
has many health benefits. It’s not necessary to go and get your own mud as it
is supplied in large tubs for people to put on before they go into the water,
and you can even buy some to take home. What many people forget as they
soak up the heat is that mud hardens and can be harder to get off although
there are open air showers to wash it off when you have finished.
As you approach the beach with a swimming area fenced in with a line of
buoys you realise that it’s not like an Australian beach, with vast stretches of
sand but rather a lot of uneven pebbles and this continues under the water.
The pebbles are uncomfortable underfoot although one of the many warning
signs does mention wearing sandals, handy advice but too late once you are
there.
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Another warning is not to go into the water if you have open cuts as you will
truly learn the meaning of not pouring salt into open wounds and this is
definitely something to be avoided. The little sand that there is gets into your
swim gear and reminds you why sandpaper is so abrasive.
As you enter the water it seems normal until you try to swim or get under
water, neither of which is really possible. Unless you have perfect balance
when swimming you will quickly be flipped onto your back. The customary
approach is to walk in till you reach knee deep and then sit down, although
this becomes disconcerting as you tip back and your legs float up as a result of
the buoyancy, due to the level of the salt concentration. This floating is
pleasant until you try to stand up and find you can’t get your feet down or
rebalance and you start to panic a little. It is at this stage you realise why they
have lifeguards at a beach where
apparently you can’t drown. A few
people do drown each year although
that takes a big effort usually involving
stupidity and alcohol. As you clumsily
backstroke to the water’s edge and cut
your hands on the rougher pebbles
under water you look for assistance.
The lifeguards are used to the splashing
around of the feeble floaters and offer a hand of support. Soon you are back
on dry, stable land. All is O.K.
It isn’t an unpleasant experience although it is certainly disconcerting and one
that you won’t forget soon. Visit the Dead Sea before it is truly dead.
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HELEN GOURLAY
Dirty laundry
We pay our last respects to
the dear old washing machine.
It has been part of our lives,
washing the smelly socks
and underpants
We had washed our frocks
and pants and tops
You have got those stubborn
wine and coffee stains out.
We won't forget, the time the
whites turned out pink, and
the tops shrunk.
We bleached our bath towels,
and they were hard as nails.
Our beloved washing machine
We thank you for the service
Over the years.
We have taken you for granted
You make our life so much
easier.
Hand washing our clothes or a
trip to the laundromat,
has made us realise you are
An important function in our life
Life goes on. So we carry on
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With a new machine to do
Our dirty laundry.

Gold, silver and bronze
Getting up early, meeting
the sunrise.
Lap after lap training in
the swimming pool.
Day in day out training
to be our personal best.
Blood sweat and tears.
determination to go
for the gold medal.
Swimming trials and the
pressure is on
to compete with Australia's
finest swimmers
One step to go to
the Olympic Games.
l wonder what it be like
to wear a gold. medal
around my neck?

Making mud pies
When you are young and
wild and adventurous
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You find yourself getting
Into a lot of mischief.
One day we decided to
make mud pies
So, we got the spade and
dug, dug, dug a big hole.
We dug up my mother’s
favourite flowers.
She was not happy.
We put the dirt in mother's
pie tray.
Then we put water on it
and the dirt was mud, and
It went everywhere.
From head to toe we had
dirt on both our hands and on
our faces.
"Oh, what a disgrace!" Mother
scolded.
We had got dirt on our Sunday
best dresses.
We explained to Mum we
wanted to make a pie for
the church fete.
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The future is in our hands
Our beautiful planet
A home for animals
big and small.
All women men and children
Who live all around the globe.
We share our planet earth
with all walks of life.
We are cutting down trees
and we pollute the air
we breathe.
We are dumping toxic waste.
We are doing more harm
than good.
Our world needs tender loving
care.
Because one day it may be
too late.
We can do our part too
So, let's start today.
The future is in our hands.

The red poppy
The red poppy is a flower that
beauty spreads like a wild
flower.
A common poppy that was
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grown for the service of
men in the wars.
Lest we forget.
The men who served
their country.
The men who did not see
the morning sun or the
stars at night again.
I cannot imagine life on
the battlefield.
But we remember them as
we lay down a bunch of
red poppies.
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BARBARA HATLEY
Celebrating Nature
As day dawns and light begins to stream into the little apartment. I open the
glass doors leading onto the balcony and step outside. Looking out over the
trees below towards the rising sun I stretch my arms wide and joyously greet
the morning.
A little later I go downstairs, around the corner, and down a little tree-lined
lane, a green tunnel leading out into a street, and on to Kingsley Park. Along
the way reflections of trees, and my own body as I pass, are projected against
the wall of a house like a shadow puppet play. Then the park stretches before
me, a wondrous green swathe of grass and the trees rising up into the sky.
There’s a stately pine tree, then a gnarled old oak, its branches now bare of
leaves like enormous black claws etched against the sky above. There are gum
trees too, with different-coloured leaves, some dark green, others greenish
grey; I jump up, pluck a few and inhale their smell, the scent of eucalyptus
adds a delightful sensory dimension to the scene. Magpies warbling on high, a
squawking crow and a flock of chattering green parrots provide the
soundscape. But the little convocation of pink and grey galahs, pecking away
together in the grass, is clearly too busy to contribute. The huge apartment
blocks of Box Hill, gleaming gold and silver in the morning light, tower in the
distance like giant sentinels overlooking our world.
Sadly, I have to eventually leave the park and make my way back to the
apartment. For the return trip I walk along Victoria Crescent, past grand old
houses with their turreted roofs, extensive gardens and antique fountains.
(One house also has a pair of little ducks bathing in its fountain!) Even the
modest houses have lovely camelia bushes covered in deep red flowers,
yellow daffodils and tiny little white snowdrops in their gardens. I arrive back
wonderfully refreshed after my morning walk.
Later in the day I might sneak out for another walk, and will certainly step on
to the balcony and look down at the sun-drenched trees, or up at the pink
clouds of sunset. And afterwards gaze up at the stars and the golden moon
rising high in the sky.
I’m entranced by the notion that after we die we become one with nature, our
spirits blending with the soul of the universe. I imagine myself rising over the
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hills, merging with the clouds, and being present in a glowing sunset. But
what if I return as a raging storm or a devastating bushfire???

Grandmothers
As both my grandfathers sadly passed away before I was born, I can’t say I’ve
ever had ‘grandparents’. Only grandmothers. My father’s mother who lived
with us in Sydney throughout my childhood, dying when I was fourteen, and
my maternal grandmother who lived in Broken Hill with my mother’s sister
and her children.
One thing I remember very distinctly about my Sydney grandmother is her
commentary on the weather. Looking out on a
cloudy, cold morning she’d announce gloomily that
it was a miserable day. If the sun was shining
brightly, she’d inform us in the same dour tone
that it was a truly miserable day in Melbourne.
(Which as Sydney-dwellers we knew was very likely
to be the case in cold, grey, dreary Melbourne.) I
used to wonder if such dismal pronouncements
about the weather related to the fact that
Grandma had grown up in England, in the town of
Grimsby on the river Ouse. Sadly, that’s all I know
about her origins. As far as I remember she never
told us about her life in England, about her family
there and how and why she came to Australia, and
I never asked. On arriving she took up a position as
a lady’s maid in Bishop’s Court, the residence of
the archbishop of Sydney. Sometimes she’d
comment on how things were done at Bishops Court, how tables were laid and
linen folded, but nothing about her overall life there, how she met my
grandfather, whether she maintained any ties with England.
My brothers and I actually spent quite a lot of time with Grandma as my
mother would leave us with her when she went out. But we never tried to
engage her in conversation and took little notice if she commented on
something we were doing. She maintained a kind of ‘silent presence’ on the
edge of our lives in a household controlled by my dominating, all-knowing
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mother. For a long while she performed the role of washing up after meals
but lost that position when failing eyesight caused her to miss seeing residual
spots of dirt on the plates. But she never complained about her marginal
position in the family, just sat there quietly. Finally, one morning my father
went to her room, and came out stating quietly and matter-of-factly “The old
lady’s gone”. The funeral arrangements were made for a day which clashed
with the time of trials for lifesaving medallions at my school. So Mum and Dad
allowed me to miss Grandma’s funeral in order to participate. I tried out for
my bronze medallion and failed. At the time I only felt it was a pity I hadn’t
been at the funeral since I'd got nothing out of being at the trials anyway. Now
I see my lack of success as just punishment for not honouring and respecting
my grandmother’s passing by attending her funeral.
My Broken Hill grandmother, known for some
reason as ‘Gonky’, was a very different character,
as we can see from her photo. Like my other
grandmother she’d had little formal schooling,
and I don’t think she’d ever had paid work, instead
moving to Broken Hill from Adelaide in her teens
to keep house for her brother who had a mining
job there. But, apparently, she was quite widely
read, often mentioning certain books and authors,
and sometimes quoting poetry. She also had
strong opinions on things, which she would
sometimes express in firm pronouncements. One I
recall is her reaction to my mother’s rather
regretful report that I was going to America to
study. “Why does Barbara want to see the world?” she asked, “The world is
only earth.” Because she lived so far away, I got to see her only occasionally,
on holiday trips to Broken Hill or one of her rare visits to Sydney, then usually
in a family group, not in personal conversation. I do remember one little
interaction we had where she gave me some lollies, saying however “Don’t tell
your mother.”
What have I learnt or inherited from my grandmothers? Maybe from Grandma
in Sydney a kind of patience and forbearance in the face of difficult situations
that can’t be changed, and from Gonky a sense that it’s acceptable to be a bit
eccentric, especially in one’s old age. In comparison to both I’ve had a far
more privileged life, with opportunities for education, employment, travel,
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and personal growth they never enjoyed, something for which I’m very
grateful. And the regret I feel now at not having known them better, and
asked them about their lives, makes me want to try to communicate closely
with and pass on something of myself to my own grandchildren. I just hope
they’re not saying behind my back “I wish she’d leave us alone, the batty old
thing!”
Indonesia by Accident
My father always had an eye for a bargain. In 1962 as I was finishing high
school, Dad, a high school maths teacher, brought home one day from the
school where he taught a very interesting pamphlet. It described scholarships
available at ANU in Canberra in Oriental Studies, involving the study of an
Asian language, Chinese, Japanese or Indonesian, and its culture. The awards
covered fees and living expenses including accommodation at a university
college.
I had been expecting to go to Sydney University the following year, along with
many of my classmates to continue studying German and probably French and
my favourite subject, English Literature. To fund this, I was planning to apply
for a teachers’ college scholarship, even though I had no particular desire to
teach school and Dad declared teaching a ‘mug’s game’, where you ‘worked
your guts out’ for little monetary reward or appreciation. (Actually, he was a
legendary teacher, lionized by his students and members of the school football
team which he coached. And he loved his job, I think, although true, it hadn’t
made him rich.) I knew that if I didn’t like teaching or some other opportunity
beckoned, I’d have to work for x years to pay off my bond, but that was way
down the track….
With the ANU scholarship there would be no such worries. Fees paid, along
with an allowance, and I could leave home to live with other young people in a
university college, like a kind of extended school camp. Whee! My Dad was
turned on by the generous funding, and I was thrilled by the prospect of new
experiences, doing something different and distinctive rather than following
along with the crowd. About the actual content of the course, about Asian
countries and cultures and their significance for Australia I had only foggiest of
notions. Mum was less enthusiastic, warning of the dangers for a young girl
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living away from home. But after I promised faithfully, I'd be careful, and
wouldn’t sleep with anyone before I was 21, she reluctantly agreed to the idea.
So I applied for and got a scholarship.
Then came the decision about which Asian language to study. I knew nothing
about any of these languages or their cultures, but Chinese and Japanese
looked intimidating with inscrutable funny writing. So I chose Indonesian. And
embarked on a lifelong, accidental adventure.
When I got to ANU I found out that along with scholarships for Oriental
Studies there were other awards, National Undergraduate scholarships,
available for any course of study. If my father had picked up a brochure about
those and I’d successfully applied I would probably have chosen English
Literature and German rather than Indonesian, and life would have taken a
very different path. But absolutely no regrets!
The teaching in the Indonesian language and literature program was often
eclectic, idiosyncratic, but there were wondrous social gatherings in our
lecturers’ homes where we were introduced to the delights of Indonesian
food. And trips to Indonesia in the long vacations, encouraged by our teachers,
who often arranged for us to stay with their relatives.
My first trip to Indonesia took place in the 1965-1966 summer holidays, right
after the September 1965 so-called ‘coup’, which was blamed on the
Communist Party and prompted extensive massacres and imprisonments. A
very unstable, disrupted time. But my friend and I, undeterred, took off
anyway, staying with our teachers’ families, naively unaware of the dangerous
situations they may have been facing. Thrilled at seeing and experiencing
things we’d read about in Indonesian short stories, transfixed by mass prayers
at the end of Ramadhan in Yogya and other cultural events, we knew we’d be
back again and again and again.
I also managed to study English Literature along with things Asian, both at
ANU (with the poet AD Hope for a tutor!) and later at Yale, where I did an MA
(reading and discussing all seven volumes of Proust’s The Remembrance of
Things Past) and to focus on modern Indonesian literature and theatre in my
research. And now in my dotage I know quite a few Indonesian writers and
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performers, and if I can just get organized, might start writing something more
creative and personal about their lives.
The whole story seems to flow along logically and naturally. But if my
economically minded Dad hadn’t seen that pamphlet none of it may ever have
happened.

Memories
Talking with my son over the weekend about some events in his childhood set
me thinking about memories. What kinds of things stand out in people’s
recollections of the past? Is it a totally individual thing or are there common
patterns? Are the kinds of things people recall from the past pointers to
aspects of their personality?
While my memories of my childhood are generally happy, the events that
stand out most vividly, where I can really recall the emotion I experienced, are
times when I did something wrong. Once at school assembly when I was in
third grade our teacher was absent for the day, so our class was instructed to
stand with class 4 A. As I walked past a line of students, I thought were to be
class 4A they stared at me as if I’d come from Mars. This was 4B not 4A. A
voice from the stage, I guess the headmaster, pointed out my mistake in front
of the whole school. As I walked over to the right place, I wished the
playground would open and swallow me up.
At times it was something I said that caused the trouble. When I was about ten
my mother did something physical, like run fast across the backyard to catch a
ball. We were all impressed, and I exclaimed that she was a very virile old lady.
Mum and Dad burst out laughing. I can’t recall if they actually pointed out that
‘virile’ was not an appropriate word to use about women or I just picked it up,
but I certainly never made that mistake again!
Do other people also, I wonder, recall such childhood blunders or are
moments of stardom the ones that stand out? Oddly enough, for such a timid
little wimp, I occasionally thought of things that I knew would cause a stir but
went ahead and said them anyway. Our third-grade teacher Mrs Philips was a
large woman from England who would wax lyrical about her home country.
One day she said longingly that she’d love to be in England now and I put up
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my hand and said, “We wish you’d go to England too Mrs Philips.” I can’t
remember what happened next.
Much later, when I was 21 and had just arrived in America to do an MA at Yale,
I’m not sure if it was a similar recklessness or sheer naivety which prompted a
remark, I well remember making one night. The previous summer there had
been fierce racial rioting in nearby cities, and black-white relations in New
Haven itself, where Yale is located, were very tense. I was with a group of
fellow students at the home of an older member of the group; it was rather
cold, so we decided to light a fire. Looking outside in the dark for wood we
initially couldn’t find any, but then someone called out that they had found
the woodpile. “Is there a nigger in it?” I asked. A deafening, horrified silence
followed.
Experiences of dramatic, calamitous events surely stand out clearly as
memories. Yet just what we remember about them can be interesting… At the
time of the devastating fires in the Dandenong ranges in 1983 we were living
in Tecoma. On the night the fires reached their peak the kids and I were on
our own. Their father, my first husband, was out of town. In the afternoon the
situation looked very ominous, with huge clouds of smoke filling the sky, but
after school we drove to the swimming pool anyway because it was so hot. On
the way the driver of the car behind us, desperate to get to his home further
up in the hills in the midst of the fires, took off too quickly at a roundabout
and ran into the back of us. No-one hurt, just the boot of our car jammed shut
so it couldn’t be used. Back home I wondered what I should be doing, how to
know if the fires came so close it was time to leave. My mother rang from
Sydney and we talked about it; she thought the police would come, maybe
driving by with a loudspeaker, telling us to go. Then the phone went dead;
phone communication cut off, no mobiles then. On the television a woman
compere stood in front of a blazing hillside, microphone in hand, announcing
“The whole of the Dandenongs is alight!” Not much help there. With the boot
of the car out of action there wasn’t much room to pack up our valuables, but
we put the most precious items, the kids’ white mice and my PhD thesis notes,
in the back of the car and went to bed. There was no way I could sleep, instead
lay listening for news reports of the fires on my little portable radio, and after
a while my second son, Tom, who was eight then, climbed in and joined me.
We ‘kept watch’ together until I think at about 4am it seemed that the danger
was over and we drifted off to sleep.
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I do recall the anxiety I felt that night, but the main memory is that of the
feeling of closeness to the kids, especially with Tom, coming into bed with me,
providing company in my sleeplessness, along with the wry humour of the
things we’d packed in the car. The ever present, haunting burden of my thesis
taken with me rather than happily left behind to be consumed by the flames.
As far as the relationship with Tom and Jude was concerned, in a way the night
of the fires indeed marked the beginning of our time together as a threesome
without Dad, as by the end of that year their father and I had split up.
I guess experiences with their children feature prominently among the
memories of many parents, and of course the tragedy of the final illness and
death of a spouse can be overwhelming, all-consuming, I wonder what (if
anything!) I’ll remember about this current time in my life 20 (or 30?) years on?
My parents
I’ve written before about my mother, her unwavering faith in her own
judgement, her strong opinions about everything, and commitment to
expressing them frankly and forthrightly. She was also a talented artist, a
skilled dressmaker, dressed very stylishly and was considered in the parlance
of the time “quite a looker”. In her youth she was also a very popular and
successful teacher; in her sixties she took up volunteer guiding at the Art
Gallery of New South Wales, with equal success. In short, Mum seemed pretty
much a ‘star’ at everything she did.
My father, meanwhile, although a great mathematician and a dedicated
teacher, very fond of footy and coach of his school’s team, and really popular
with his mates at the local pub, was hardly a match for Mum. He necessarily
deferred to her opinions, since, as he was heard to say when they were having
one of their quite frequent arguments, she was “always bloody well right!” He
was also thirteen years older than Mum, and when they were planning to get
married, the question everyone asked, so she reported, was “Why is that
beautiful girl taking up with that old drunk?”
So what was it that brought this seemingly unlikely pair together? They met
when they were both teaching at Broken Hill School and often adjourned after
school for a drink and chat with the other members of the staff. Dad loved a
good joke, especially when he’d a drink or two. One day Mum exclaimed
amidst the general merriment “I like you! You’re funny!” He replied, “It’s
mutual.” And that was the start of it all… A shared sense of humour, the
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delight in a witty remark, attracted them to each other and remained a
sustaining bond I guess over many years, through many ups and downs and all
those colourful arguments.
I must have idolised Mum when I was little. She told me later that when
walking around the house she’d have to be careful not to trip over me when
she turned round, as I'd be following right behind her! As I grew older, I’d
confide in her about everything that was happening to me, ask her opinion
before making decisions, and she’d give me firm guidance about what to do.
But as an adult I began to feel resentful of this dependency, to see my
mother’s dominant control as responsible for my submissive attitude towards
figures of authority, my deferral to the opinions of others, my timidity about
expressing differing views. And when I confided in a friend my selfrecriminatory thoughts about something I’d done she advised me to resist the
internalised voice of my mother…. My two brothers and I all married
controlling spouses (two of us have since divorced and remarried). I wonder
what that says about Mum?
But there’s another side to the story. For my mother her children were a
treasured ‘project’. She loved us dearly, wanted only the best for us, stood up
for us when we faced any challenges. When we were little, she took us for a
walk every day, showed us the wonders of nature, and when we were older
shared with us her love of literature and learning. As the first born and a
daughter perhaps I was specially favoured. So somehow at the very core of
things I felt valued. Whatever hardships and upheavals might come along,
whatever the outside world might think about me, I knew in myself I was ok.
Dad’s legacy is different but probably equally important — his sense of
humour. To enjoy a playful comment or a funny story, to try to find an
amusing side of any disaster, to be able to laugh at, rather than grieve over,
your silly mistakes, to chuckle rather than curse on finding yourself
accidentally applying toothpaste instead of antiseptic cream to a cut, for
example, as I did recently, is a real talent and great solace in tough times.
Thanks Mum and Dad for preparing me so well for the life that lay ahead!!
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Two Launceston Performances
Last Saturday afternoon I attended a chamber music concert by musicians
from the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra at the Queen Victoria Museum and
Art Gallery in Launceston. The works played were string quartets by Mozart
and Beethoven. While I’m not especially drawn to string quartets, preferring
the rich sounds and dramatic force of the full orchestra, it was a welcome
coincidence that a concert was taking place during my brief stay in Launceston,
so I went along. And the experience was very enjoyable. While the Mozart
piece seemed somewhat repetitive, not as engaging as I usually find Mozart’s
works, the Beethoven quartet had a dynamic intensity, with robust, frenetic
fortissimos and hushed pianissimos, ending with a ‘quicksilver’ finale. Some
people I knew were there too, and it was good catching up with them briefly
when the concert was over. But perhaps the most interesting part of the event
was its setting. The concert took place in a small gallery room with art works
adorning its walls. Right behind the podium where the musicians performed
hung this huge painting ‘Aborigines of Tasmania’ painted by Robert Dowling in
1859.
A group of aborigines
dressed in animal
skins gather on the
bank of a lake: a man
carrying a wallaby he
has killed for his
supper stands in the
foreground, facing his
wife carrying their
child on her hip in the distance. To the right of this work
was a painting of young European man, his body facing
sideways with his hand on his hip and his head turned
towards the viewer with a haughty, imperious expression
on his face.
And in front of the podium sat the audience, white
Australian lovers of European classical music, listening to
works by two great composers of this tradition. Here
were we, indulging our individual attraction to such
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music, in a building named after the great monarch of the British Empire,
Queen Victoria, erected on land taken from the dispossessed people depicted
in Dowling’s painting. While of course we didn’t identify with the attitude of
the imperious young man depicted in the other painting, could our position
somehow be seen to resemble his?
The following day a very different kind of performance event took place on
Launceston’s city square. As I arrived a stocky, bearded man wearing a small
black hat and standing next to a sign reading ‘Tassie tenor’ was sonorously
crooning Leonard Cohen’s anthem ‘Hallelujah’. Then, as he moved on to the
Everly Brothers’ rock hit ‘Bye, Bye Love,’ a small boy in a blue and red
Superman cape and his older sister, wearing long boots and dark glasses,
jumped and whirled, dancing joyfully in front of him. Grinning bystanders
watched, munching away on Thai, Chinese and Mexican food they’d bought
from mobile trucks and stalls lining the square. In the next act three
Argentinian girls gyrated gracefully to recorded Latin music. Then as they
invited the crowd to join them people streamed forward. Some held babes in
arms, others gripped their small children’s hands, a few oldies leaned on their
carers as they paraded around in a circle to the beat of the music, formed
arches and ducked under them.
The next act was a tango, performed by a graceful young South American
woman, wearing a light, floating skirt and red stilettos, dancing with a Chinese
man in a waistcoat and two-tone shoes. Surprised by the sight of a Chinese
performing the tango I commented on this to a friend standing with me who
had told me about the show. She explained that the man, Wei, had come to
Tasmania as a student, become active in martial arts groups, and from there
moved on to tango dancing. He was now well-known in both Launceston and
Hobart, teaching Latin dance, hosting a Chinese language program on
community radio, and involved in many other activities.
At that point I had to leave so I don’t know how much longer the show
continued. But as I walked away people were still chatting animatedly, kids
were running around, chasing each other, and there were long queues at the
food vans and coffee stalls. Overall, the event seemed a very successful,
inclusive community activity.
What to make of these two shows? While one celebrated the creative skills of
composers of the past and musicians of today, watched by an appreciative, yet
passive audience, the other involved people of different ages, backgrounds
and performing abilities, all actively enjoying the event together. While one
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took place in a building specially constructed to maintain and cultivate the arts,
celebrating the greatness of a single musical tradition, the other happened out
of doors, with many kinds of music and dance blending together.
On the question of racial and cultural exclusion, particularly of aborigines,
raised in relation to the first performance, nothing conclusive can be said. No
aboriginal music or dance took place at the second event. If something of that
kind had been staged the crowd would have watched appreciatively, maybe
even joined in if invited. But would indigenous groups want to perform as part
of an event of this kind?
I have no answers to these questions. Only the suggestion that both shows
might be seen to represent aspects of the contemporary identity of
Australians generally, and Launceston people in particular. Pride in the artistic
traditions of the past, grounded in European cultural tradition, and/ but also
an openness to a more inclusive, multicultural future.

Launceston’s Cataract Gorge
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GUJJI MUTHUWAMY
25000th Day
“Dad, er...er…how do you want us to celebrate your 70th birthday?” my
daughter blurted out, breaking the long silence as we sipped coffee at a café
near her workplace. Her hesitation was understandable as I have not
acknowledged, let alone celebrated, a birthday in all my life.
Some may consider this as anti-social behaviour since birthday celebrations
help to keep the wheels of trade and commerce going and it is my duty as an
Australian citizen not only to know Don Bradman’s career batting average, but
to play my full part in our consumption-based economy, given that we are no
longer a manufacturing economy.
Soon after the War, the catch cry in Australia was “populate or perish”, some
of you may recall. But these days it is “consume or perish”. Have you noticed
how the stock market gets the wobbles when the retail sales figures show
signs of flagging? Never mind that few, if any, of the goods sold in in Bunnings,
Harvey Norman etc. are made in Australia. None of my purchases helps any
manufacturing company here, and with increasing automation in warehouses
and checkout counters, my purchases help fewer and fewer retail store
employees. I may as well write a cheque payable to the Treasury in Beijing
(yes, I know I am one of the dying breed who knows what a cheque is).
Anyhow, my avoidance of birthdays is not due to any national economic or
strategic consideration. I blame it on my mother, God bless her soul. You see,
she had a strict orthodox upbringing when she was a young girl in India, a
hundred or more years ago, and her parents, and in fact their community,
followed the Indian lunar calendar, called punchaangam. This was a calendar
in a tabular form, one page for each lunar month. Each page showed a Table
densely packed with positions of various stars and planets for every day in the
month. There was one column giving for each lunar calendar day the
equivalent day and date in the modern (Gregorian) calendar, but which my
mother never referred to!
Life to her, particularly the festivals, special Pooja days, birthdays, death
anniversaries, time to start a job, times to avoid starting a job, family functions,
in fact the whole paraphernalia of life was governed by the lunar calendar. Our
father also knew how to read the punchaangam well, but he followed the
Gregorian calendar for all civic and external purposes – public holidays, last
date for payment of an electricity bill, corporation tax, bank working hours and
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so on. My siblings and I didn’t bother to learn about the punchangam at all but,
relied on mum to keep tabs on all important dates.
Sometimes a public holiday for religious festival might fall on, say a
Wednesday as per the official Gregorian calendar, but the same festival might
fall on the following, or preceding, day because of the late, or early, passage of
the moon. This meant we were allowed by mum to take an extra day off
school. The picture was complicated by the fact there were two
punchhangams, issued by two separate organisations, which on rare occasions
were slightly different from each other. My mother followed one
punchhangam as per the practice of her parents, but our neighbour following
the other calendar might celebrate the function the next day. We kids, moving
freely between our houses, had a whale of a time on those occasions, since
festivals for us only meant gorging on all kinds of sweets.
At a personal level, at dinner time one day we might have an extra dessert
dish and mum would casually announce “today was your birthday” by way of
an explanation. It would be the birthday as per the lunar calendar, of course.
The official birthday, so to speak, was barely recognised let alone celebrated.
There would be no other presents, though she might have offered special
prayers on behalf of her children on that day in the altar room in our house or
at the local temple.
Our household was not unusual in this. India in the 1950s, freshly independent
after centuries of colonial rule was not a wealthy country and person-based
celebrations such as birthday parties were rare even in well-to-do families.
Extravagant marriages are a case apart and deserve a separate musing.
When I left for the UK in 1964, this habit of ignoring my birthday continued. A
letter would arrive from mum, in which, amongst all the gossip about friends
and relatives, would be a throwaway line saying that my birthday was on such
and such a (lunar) date and giving me her blessings and best wishes. As time
went by, she mellowed a bit by adding a reference to the official calendar
“your birthday fell on 8 November etc” which I would receive a few weeks
after my birthday, 25 October.
My wife also comes from a family where birthdays were rarely practised. As
Displaced Persons from the Ukraine soon after the War, her parents led an
austere, but happy, life in rural NSW in the 1950s. They had factory jobs, food
on the table, and a self-built fibro house at the edge of town with a backyard
devoted to vegetable patches, fruit trees and a chicken house. There was little
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spare money to spend on luxuries such as birthday celebrations, perhaps an
extra bag of lollies for the birthday child, which she had to share with her
siblings. Parents might have celebrated with a glass of vodka.
However, we tried to remedy this practice in the case of our daughter, by
giving her birthday presents and parties etc. (when we remembered!) and our
daughter has also developed a laisse -faire attitude to birthdays.
“Dad, it is your 70th. Something special, you know the Biblical three score and
ten years and all that.” my daughter persisted.
I thought about it and said, “Why don’t we do something nobody else in the
world has ever done?”
My daughter looked at me. “I don’t like where this might go.” was written all
over her face.
“Go on, what is it?”
‘How about we celebrate the 25000th day since my birth, instead of
celebrating 70 years?” I suggested, hoping to put her off with the strange
suggestion. But she consulted Dr Google for a few seconds, looked up said
“Sorry, you are already past 25,000 days now. You will be 25,568 days old on
your 70th birthday.”
“There you are then, you missed the boat, haven’t you? Thanks for the
thought anyway.”
Topic closed, or so I thought. But she was not so easily put off by this beancounting argument.
Come my birthday, she had organised a huge surprise party for me, going to
enormous lengths of subterfuge to hide the fact from me, and with the
unwilling co-operation from my wife, so she said.
There was a large banner “Happy 25000th day of your life.” There were many
friends, old and new, some even from NSW.
Dispossession Across Time and Space
Time: 1498 CE. Place: Malabar Coast facing the Arabian Sea. Southwest India.
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The sun was dropping precipitously down the western sky and Sankaran Nair
settled down in the front veranda of his beach front house to enjoy the sunset.
His wife had gone to visit her parents in the hill country a week earlier and he
was just getting used to the silence that reigned in the house. Their large
house with a turret, that could be seen from the sea, had been gifted to his
forefathers by the Samoodhris (local kings). He himself was a minor adviser to
the current day Samoodhri. He had never tired of the view of the southwest
coast of India, particularly during the monsoon days when wave after wave of
bellowing clouds from the west battered the Malabar coastline on their
journey to the parched plains of the interior.
But the sea view had been anything but calming for the past few days. The
fleet of ships anchored off the coast did not look like the familiar Arab dhows.
They seemed to have more sails, more canons and more men strutting around
the deck with guns. There was little sign of any traders, nor any attempt to
land. Where did they come from? What do they want? They were not the
Muslims from Arabia.
The sound of a conch shell boomed through the place. It was the call to come
to the palace at once. Sankaran Nair hurried there to find a crowd of other
courtiers in the forecourt. The Samoodhri was sitting, stooped on his throne,
while the military chief spoke on his behalf. He was reading from a note from
the shipping fleet’s captain to the Samoodhri. It was an ultimatum to the
Samoodhri and his courtiers to vacate their Palaces and houses and move ten
miles to the interior. The Portuguese captain intended to build a fort on the
promontory and capture the spice trade. The deadline of the ultimatum had
just expired, the crowd were told.
Sankaran Nair was running back to his house when he heard the canons firing
from the sea. There were more explosions, and the thatched roof of his villa
was in flames, The result of a direct hit. There were people running away from
the seashore, the sound of babies crying, people shouting in panic, dogs
barking and pandemonium everywhere. Their town was not theirs anymore. A
few days later he caught up with his wife in her hillside village. They stood on a
promontory and watched the sea in the far distance and the faint outlines of
the invading fleet. “When will we go back to our house, father?” his five-yearold asked. He dared not tell her the truth…Not for a long time.
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Time: 1788 CE; Place: Port Jackson, NSW, a promontory overlooking the
harbour.
Yindara and his young son were sitting on a lookout point on the promontory
jutting into the harbour. The bay curved around in a wide arc below them.
They could see many fires all over the beach on the distant shore. During the
hotter months, the Gadigal people had been meeting at that place by the sea
for generations. But these campfires were not theirs.
The Yindara clan had stopped at the promontory for the night. They had been
walking and running westwards, uphill and down dale, all day. Away from
danger, away from the angry spirits who floated on water and breathed fire as
they looked at the Yindara clan through a big tube and spat fire. Many clan
members fell down dead as if by magic. Nobody, not even the oldest member
of the clan, had experienced anything like this. The clan stories never
mentioned evil ancestral spirits or angry Gods like these. When the alien
creatures went back to their big shell on the water, Yindara gathered as many
of his clan as he could and started the long trek away from their camp by the
shore. Now everyone was tired and asleep. Yindara and his son were watching
the night sky in silence.
“When will we go back to our home by the water, father?” His son hugged him.
“I don’t know, son. I don’t know. Probably never.”
----------------Time: 2019 CE; Place: Box Hill, Victoria
“Final call…Two million and two hundred thousand dollars… Going once…
Going twice…Going…Going…No more bids?…Gone… to the gentleman over
there”. The auctioneer pointed his rolled paper at the successful bidder as the
crowd applauded and the winning bidder bowed with a smile. He was on his
own and dressed in a suit, often talking on the phone during the auction.
There were no obvious family members standing next to him.
Gladys was watching the auction from the front bedroom, the nice girl from
the estate agents keeping her company. Most people had left and the front
yard was tranquil again. The silky oak and the deodar trees cast deep shadows
across the flower beds, ideal spots for the flourishing clivias. Gladys did not
want to sell her house, but the street was fast losing its character. Her
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immediate neighbour on the left, Sally, had passed away recently and her four
children decided to sell the house as none of the four could afford to buy the
others out. Sally’s pride and joy – her garden and the beautiful Californian
bungalow -- had given way to the now familiar Box Hill moonscape -- a block of
land completely denuded of any vegetation, surrounded by the builder’s
boundary fence, waiting for the concreters. The brick veneer and tiled house
on Gladys’ right had already given way to four soulless two-storey town
houses, two of which overlooked her front garden and the rear two ruined her
quiet privacy in her backyard. Objections to the Council were met with polite
responses and, even if they were inclined to listen to her, there was always the
VCAT to appeal to by the developer. The new neighbours were OK but the
sound of birds had been replaced by those of leaf blowers and loud music.
Gladys didn’t want to sell but her home was no longer a home. Her husband
Alan was no more and both their children had moved to the US to work. No
work for scientists in Australia. Retirement village beckoned for her, while her
domain was destined for demolition and “development”.
“Will you come back to see the new buildings later on?” the girl asked Gladys,
while waiting for the chief agent and the new buyer.
“Don’t think so, dear, don’t think so”. Gladys replied wiping her tears away
discreetly.
Halcyon Days
A recent note from a friend sent me traipsing down memory lane, all the way
back to the 1950s when I was a High School student in Madras, as it was
known then. This note is not about my fellow students but a vignette of some
of our teachers at the school whose influence on us is under-appreciated.
Our walk to the Main School opposite Panagal Park from our home in Venkat
Street, around 9.30 AM, would take us past the school playground on Shetty
Street. The tree canopy over Shetty Street was quite dense in those days. As
buses trundled along the road, the canopy trees would gently swing up and
down in the breeze, as if fanning the vehicle with thanks. As we walked, we
would try to identify the make of various cars going past. Most were imported
American and British cars then, with the locally made cars yet to make their
mark.
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We would catch up with friends going to the school on that road, and often we
would see Mr. Jeevan (Note all names have been changed) our Social Studies
teacher in Forms 4, 5 and 6, impeccably dressed in a long white jibba and dhoti
walking to the school as well. Unlike many of our teachers, he had shaved off
his tuft and sported a “crop” of hair and a small circular sandal paste on his
forehead overlaid with a spot of kumkum, a vermillion paste made of turmeric
and lime. He used to keep us spell bound with the way he taught history in a
story style. He was a product of the Indian Nationalist movement and a strong
follower of Gandhi, as most of the country was in the 1950s. You could sense
his anger and grief when he covered material such as the 1919 Jalian Wallah
Bagh massacre in Punjab. I would attribute my abiding interest in history and
geography in later life mainly to his unique style of teaching history. His face
was always calm even when he got annoyed with any student, a rare event
anyway as we were all in awe of him. The rare cases of any inattention or
misdemeanour would invite a caustic putdown but calling the offending boy
“Anna…” (elder brother).
Our class master Mr Iyer taught us Maths and sometimes English. He used to
draw very well and had copperplate handwriting. He made Composite Maths
in Forms 5 and 6 easy to follow, algebra in particular. He was a great teacher
and went on to become a headmaster later on. He had a tuft from the back
quarter of his head, and on days when he had had a shave, his front part of
the skull would glow and his “namam”, a caste mark looking like a trident,
would extend slightly further up his head than normal. He was a picture of
erudition and wisdom on those days.
We used to pester our English teacher Mr Kumar to dictate to us the summary
of stories in our texts much to his annoyance. The texts were themselves quite
compressed, such as the brief life history of Thomas Edison or Scott’s poem
Lochinvar, but we boys were not confident enough of our English to tell them
in our own words. “When will you ever learn English if I keep spoon feeding
you?” he would bemoan. I still remember the first idiom he taught us “Time
and tide wait for no man”. It was the first time I came across the concept of
the diurnal nature of high and low tides. The concept of the next one, “A stitch
in time saves nine,” was more familiar to me, having seen many tailors in
Pondy Bazaar who used to make and repair shirts, trousers and blouses and
the like. Mr Kumar would also encourage us to go the School Library on the 3rd
floor whenever we could; alas, I don’t remember doing that often but
somehow a love of writing and reading developed over time, perhaps due to
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the subliminal effect of his exhortations. Since he did not have a tuft, we
generally classified him as a very modern man, along with Mr. Jeevan.
Our Tamil teacher Mr Sharma was a tall and lithe person, with a long tuft
which he occasionally used to unfurl, give a bit of shake and tie up again. He
used to do it on the tennis court too, when I have watched him play at the
Griffith Road playground. He seemed younger than the other teachers though
for an early teenager anyone over 25 is an old person then and now.
He used to quote Thirukkural, a book of couplets and aphorisms written in the
third century BC, when admonishing us or teaching us some good sense,
concluding often with “It Is not me, but Thirkkural says this”, As though the
boys would rather listen to a long dead saint than to an ever-so-present
teacher! Years might have rolled by but those words still linger even now in
my mind, sometimes prompting me to flick through my well-thumbed copy of
Thirkkural in search of an apt saying or some advice.
I took Sanskrit as the optional language in place of T2, or Tamil 2, and in all the
six years, T2 students from B section would exit to go to other classes while
Sanskrit students from other sections would come to B section. We had Mr
Raja, well-versed in Sanskrit literature and scriptures, for all those 6 years. Mr
Raja also gave public lectures on Hindu scriptures outside school hours which I
remember attending once or twice with my parents, much against my will.
Sanskrit grammar was difficult to understand and made it hard to appreciate
the language at that time. Yet, their messages must have somehow sunk in to
create, in my later life, a love for the Sanskrit language, which I admit is vastly
disproportionate to my meagre competency in it!
The knowledge and dedication of all our teachers did not prevent us, the
adolescent kids, from sniggering and making puerile jokes at their expense.
Every teacher had a nickname, often unflattering whether deserved or not,
and mostly not very funny. This juvenile behaviour and irreverence towards
them went hand in hand with saying our daily school prayer extolling, among
other things, the divine nature of a Guru, the teacher. As Oscar Wilde said,
“Youth is wasted on the young”!
Once a week we used to have moral instructions for the first period, from
10.15 AM to 11.00 AM, in the Prayer Hall on the 1st floor. In Forms 1 and 2, Mr
Raja told us stories from the Mahabharatha and his imitations of various
characters were really good. These classes were held on Mondays. We were
exposed to two other major epics the Bhagavatham and the Ramayanam in
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subsequent years. During the final year, we used to have diverse lectures
either by students or outside people. Thus, ideas of ethics, morality, and
compassion were drip fed into our young minds over six years via spell binding
stories of adventure, good vs evil, heroism, etc. The main theme of the
Mahabharatha “No person is totally perfect or totally imperfect” would come
to be understood by me later in life by a re-reading of the epic.
There were many funny moments of course. The one that I remember best is
the story about a teacher who spat out a jet of tobacco-laden saliva over the
veranda balustrade of the first floor, which fell on the white shirt of another
teacher walking down below. To my eternal regret, I didn’t witness it myself
but was regaled with that story many times by classmates who had seen the
incident. Another is the image of the Assistant HM chasing the boys who were
lingering in the veranda or on the school ground after the second bell at 10.15
AM.
Our Science Master in 6th Form, Mr Newton, as we had nicknamed him, would
attempt a pun when describing the properties of Hydrogen as “Colourless,
Odourless… and Use Less… not useless like you lot”. He would describe an
inattentive student as “bodily present, mentally absent”. These attempts at
humour were wasted on us. I hope, however, that the world will move to a
hydrogen-based energy system and use more of it!!
The man on top of all the staff was the Headmaster Mr Somu. I remember the
first time I saw him when in 1st Form. He had close cropped white hair, no tuft,
half sleeved white hand-spun khadi shirt, a simple dhoti, single strip of sacred
ash on his forehead, a white beard and a calm and serene look even when he
peered over his spectacles at you. He looked like a rishi, an archetypal saint,
serious but compassionate. If you are a Harry Potter fan, then imagine
Professor Albus Dumbledore and you would know our headmaster!
Thinking back, our High School education system was basic and simple, but it
laid a solid foundation of values for the young students that would guide them
all through their lives. Looking back, the 1950s was a decade of optimism and
high thinking as India was still basking in the afterglow of independence from
the British in 1947 and our school teachers reflected that mood, I think.
Of course, the school life had its bad days too but fortunately memories of
those moments tend to fade away with years, much as the view of a hill from a
long distance is mainly its graceful outlines etched against the sky, but not the
craggy rocks, potholes and scrub bushes galore on the hill side.
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How to lose sovereignty by giving it away step by step
There have been many articles on China recently, but I haven’t seen many that
make the key point that China did not invade the West but was invited and
courted by the West over 40 years. How did this happen?
1. In the early 1970s, the US opened its ties to China through “ping pong
diplomacy” mainly as a counter to the Cold War threat posed by the USSR. The
US hoped for the emergence of a strong China which would be anti-Soviet,
pro-West.
2. These ties accelerated when Deng Xiao Ping, the real architect of China’s
growth, took over in the late 1970s and started playing the Long Game.
3. Contemporaneously, various business schools in the West promoted the
maxim in their MBA courses that the core and only aim of a company is to
maximise its shareholders’ wealth, at the expense of environment, community
and customers if necessary.
4. CEOs and CFOs were paid fat bonuses if the profits and share prices went
up from one year to the next. Most of them were 3-5 years contract and not
inclined to take long term view of the company.
5. The easiest way to increase the profits quickly was/is to reduce labour
costs – either cut wages or reduce the number of employees.
6. Other measures like investment in technology, marketing, upskilling of
employees always took time, which the CEOs did not have. The boards
demanded immediate results.
7. Anti-labour union sentiment was rife in the West under Thatcher, Regan
et al, who saw the unions as an extension of the communist USSR.
8. China, under the wise Mr Deng Xiao Ping, put out the welcome mat to
Western investment.
9. Since labour costs in China were (are) much lower than in the West and
there are no pesky labour unions, CEOs started shifting factories and
technologies to China from the 1980s on, starting with textile, clothing, and
footwear.
10. Western economists and politicians liberalised their economies and made
it easier to import low cost, still acceptable quality, Chinese made goods by
reducing our tariff barrier.
11. Customers – that is us – lapped it all up by abandoning the higher-cost
locally made goods in favour of cheaper imports. We found the word
“globalisation” sexy and addictive, though its dominant beneficiary was
probably China.
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12. Gradually, this process accelerated from the mid-1980s on and we started
buying more and more Chinese-made goods of all types.
13. Factories in the West started shutting up, but so gradually that the society
came to accept this as the new normal. The media sanctified it by naming
industrial areas as “rust belts”, something to be got rid of, and not seen as
generators of wealth.
14. It was the salami technique at work– one small slice at a time as the
manufacturing industries slowly diminished to miniscule sizes.
15. The West sacrificed all its low-skilled factory jobs, cutting off employment
prospects to the below-average skilled people. (By statistical definition, belowaverage constitutes 50% of the population.)
16. We became a consuming society, buying everything from China, the
producing society.
17. China accepted all the world’s sales orders, and to fulfil them they built
hundreds of factories and power stations, uprooted millions from their rural
homes to work in the factories, built huge concrete towers to house them,
suffered interminable smog, made generational sacrifices by adopting a onechild policy and silenced all dissent. Work at all costs seemed to be their motto.
18. All of this generational sacrifice by China was done to accumulate wealth.
Now they have it, they can afford to buy or build infrastructure and property
all over the world. What would anyone else do in a similar situation?
19. Some of that money goes into the property market making housing
unaffordable for the younger generation in the West.
20. People with below-average skills in the West were/are being left on the
scrap heap of the economy, relying on inadequate welfare payments. Higher
skilled people get into IT and high-tech jobs and the gap between haves and
have nots widens. This creates social unrest and social media inflate their
anger.
21. If you put a frog in boiling water, it will jump out immediately but if you
put it in cold water and start heating it gradually, some frogs will stay put
thinking “Well, it is a bit hot, but not too bad, it will cool down soon”.
22. Some frogs will shout the alarm pointing out the increasing water
temperature, and even then some others will say “No, don’t shout too much.
You are embarrassing us. They will reduce the heat soon,” until it is too hot for
any to survive.
What is the way out for Australia? We are now excessively dependent on
China for trade. So much so that if China sneezes, we catch cold.
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We must reduce this over-dependence on the China trade and broaden our
trade basis globally. We should actively engage with nations in all continents
as potential trade allies and we need to grow them.
Such a task will be painful and long but remember the China problem is a
result of 40 years of our own making and it will take another 40 years for us to
solve it, assuming we have visionary leaders who think long term.
Unfortunately, we are breeding a generation whose attention span seems to
be in minutes, not decades.
The tectonic movements and re-alignments in geopolitics that started with the
First World War about a hundred years ago and the subsequent
decolonisation of the European empires have not finished yet.

The Prodigal Son
It was a nice sunny morning and, the traffic was heavy but moving as I was
driving to my golf club to meet up with my three partners. My phone rang so I
turned into a side street and stopped the car.
“Did you hear? Cyril is gone”. My wife Kate blurted out over the phone, her
voice strained and shrill.
“What? What do you mean”? I shouted as the weak speaker in my phone
couldn’t compete with the sound of the passing traffic.
“I said, Cyril is gone”. She repeated.
“Oh, my God, you don’t mean?”.
“No, silly. Not that way...He is going back to Darwin. Quitting footy completely.
He wants to be with his family”. My wife proceeded to tell me all the details,
starting from what she was doing that morning in the back garden, why she
had to go indoors for a brief moment and how she had accidentally heard the
news on the radio, which is always on whether anybody is in or not, listening
or not, that the football super star Cyril Rioli had decided to retire at the ripe
old age of 28, in order to be with his father and the extended family in Darwin.
Kate and I are not rabid AFL fanatics, but we have been following the fortunes
of the Hawthorn Football Club closely for more than 40 years, particularly their
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best players like Leigh Matthews, Dermot Brereton and Jason Dunstall. In
recent years we have been fans of the mercurial Cyril Rioli whose playing skills
were apparent even to casual followers of the game. He had at least another
five more playing years ahead of him in Melbourne and the attendant
adulation and fortunes that accrue to a football super star, and he was walking
away from all that to be with his family.
“Natural, I suppose, to go back to one’s family”. My wife concluded before
hanging up.
My mind went back to the mid-60s when as a 20-year-old, I first left home in
India to go to the UK on a three-year scholarship. There was a compelling
reason as to why I should have stayed back at home and not accepted the
lucrative scholarship which I was very lucky to win. My father had died
recently and in the Indian society’s mores, then and now, a son’s primary duty
is to look after his parents, more so a widowed mother. Staying and working in
India also meant staying well within my comfort zone.
However, my mother would not have a bar of such reasoning and insisted that
I take the scholarship and not stay back on account of her, nor indeed opt for
the warmth of the extended family environment. The scholarship would pave
the way for an excellent career in India, she pointed out.
So I did go to the UK and spent three enjoyable years there, then eventually
moved to Australia, returning to the family home to visit my mother only for
holidays every other year.
Weekly letters were my main means of communication with my mother,
siblings and friends till about the mid-1980s as international trunk calls
through the operator took a lot of waiting time and were expensive. I could
tell from the handwriting on the outside of the envelope as to who it was from;
my mother’s nice-rounded letters slightly separate from each other, my
brother’s slanted letters with series of ups and downs, hurriedly scrawled and
looking like a doctor’s prescription or Trump’s executive orders, my sister’s
copper plate writing.
Occasional photos received in thicker envelopes, splattered with stamps,
showed the passage of time on my mother and various relatives – grey hair
turning white, my brother’s pert little rice belly gently pushing itself through
the shirt, in an otherwise fit frame, new additions to the family by marriage
and by birth, last shots of departed aged relatives, and one photo that I
treasure - an inscrutable smile on my mother’s face like that of Mona Lisa.
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Was she sad at my not returning to India as I had promised to do after 3 years
in Australia, or was she happy that I had found a new, second home away from
home? Or maybe she was saying to herself “all things must pass”?
We might have seen each other in person perhaps once every two years or so.
There were no other ways of transmitting images, there were no Skype or
video phone calls. Despite this, I had never really felt I had gone away from my
family in India. Letters gave me all the news about everyone, and the gossip
too. The actual handwriting brought forth the image of the writer, burnished
in mind, perhaps outdated but very real indeed.
About 15 years ago, shortly before my mother’s death, I raised this matter
with her on one of my visits to see her.
I remember asking how she felt about my not returning to India to live as she
might have hoped.
She gave a smile and shrugged her shoulders “Why?... You never left”.
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MYRLE NORTH
Baby it’s cold outside
When the temperature drops to 3 degrees
my nose turns blue, and I start to sneeze;
Although some say that Winter’s fun
I'm sure that it's not for everyone.
When I'm out and about I over-dress
just for comfort not to impress.
I look like a Yeti; my step is slow
I'm dressed for the snowfields.
without the snow.
From Autumn's start to Winter's end
the electric blanket is my friend
As I snuggle down to ease the chill
and save a mint on my heating bill.
I make sticky date puddings and hearty stews
and catch the weather report after the news.
Then I plan my week to do as I please
to dodge the predictions of an arctic freeze.
Sometimes at night I pray for the sun
and I dream of the beach and of having fun.
And I frolic around as I did the days
when I took my board to surf the waves.
Then I remember the sunburn that came with the heat,
those hot summer days when the sand burned my feet,
and the times when I parked my car under the tree.
Perhaps Summer's really not the season for me?
Now as I end this ode, I'm looking forward to Spring,
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when the grass is greener and the birdies sing,
when my step is gay and my dress is light
Oh yes Spring is the time...
when the weathers just right.
Or is it???
Binky and the Angel
Binky, the dog, always sat in prime position of the passenger seat; it made him
feel so special. Often, he'd yap from the sedan’s half-opened window to tell other
dogs how special he was.
Since the death of her husband Reuben, Maude McKillop relied on Binky for
companionship. Binky was Maude's little baby and she adored him. Whenever
Maude took him walking in the park other dog owners would stop Maude and
comment on how beautiful he was.
"Such a lovely face, what an intelligent specimen," they'd say.
Sometimes Binky would beg for them, enjoying the applause from the onlookers.
One day, although Maude had a busy day ahead, she still couldn't resist taking Binky
with her. "Come on Binky," she cooed "if you're a good boy today we can go to the park
on the way home."
Maude's first call of duty was a visit to the bank to deposit a cheque and pay
some bills. When she arrived there the queue was long and didn't seem to be
moving. Maude began to think that her visit was futile. Should she forget it and
come back later? She'd never left Binky alone in the car for this long; she was
beginning to feel uneasy.
Back in the car Binky had noticed a rather small dog in a car parked close by, through
the half-opened window. Binky began his usual yapping, "Keep your distance." he
yapped authoritatively.
"Buzz off" replied the dog "I was here first!"
"I'm here to protect this car," Binky snarled as he bounced toward the
half-opened window. "Come here and say that". The dog growled,
pressing its snotty nose onto the windscreen.
Binky took the challenge and in anger squeezed out of the half-opened window.
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But as he dropped down onto the concreted roadway, he felt small and
insignificant.
Parked cars towered above him, and he had to jump out of the way of a
reversing van.
In terror he had to escape and began running blindly until he found refuge in a
deserted laneway.
Alas Binky, although he didn't know it, was a lost dog.
Maude had come back to her car- and had been shocked by his mysterious
disappearance. "Binky, where are you?” she sobbed as she trawled around the
neighbourhood.
Darkness fell and Binky, now alone, shivered in the deserted laneway; he was
cold and hungry. It took him a long time to fall asleep and he whimpered for
Maude. When at last he nodded off he had a disturbing dream that a voice
was calling to him.
"Binky, Binky, wake up," the voice said. "It's time for you to go home."
It was still very dark in the laneway, but Binky felt a glow of warmth surrounding
him. He wanted to follow the voice and the light that seemed to be with it.
Through thestill dark streets of night Binky trailed afterthe light as it darted likea
glitteringbeacon. Soon Binky began to recognise familiar landmarks as he came to the
park where Maude would often exercisehim, and as the darkness of night left and the
soft dawn light appeared. Binky arrived home.
Maude woke from her fitful sleep to the sound of whimpering and yapping at her
door.
"Binky?" she whispered as she opened the door. With one great yelp Binky
leapt into her arms licking the tears of joy that ran down her cheeks.
"Oh, Binky darling the angels have answered my prayers!

Bunny and the Burglar
There was great excitement when the furniture vans arrived next-door.
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Neighbours watched approvingly as the procession of antique furniture
entered the large ornate opened doors.
The house had been built by a renowned architect. His decision to settle
elsewhere after completion had left the house empty for years.
Bunny was in the lounge-room watching the move from the window and
saw the big dog.
She pressed her nose onto the windows glass and trembled; it was love at
first sight. She saw the dog's owner whistle softly. "Here Bruno, come
back boy!"
Bunny heard Bruno bark back excitedly as he ran obediently up the
driveway next door. Surely Bruno was to be a guard dog? She'd always
wanted to be a guard dog too.
Often Bunny had barked ferociously like a big dog at the postman, but
he'd just laughed.
Bunny hated having little pink bows tied in her fur. The dog groomer said
bows were cute; Bunny didn't want to be cute she wanted to be a big
dog just like Bruno.
It was a lovely sunny day when Bruno poked his head over the small shrub
and wagged his tail, "Hello Cutesy, how are you?" he said gruffly as he
slobbered at her.
Cutesy was not what Bunny wanted to hear, "Don't call me Cutesy." she
growled back.
Bruno leaned further forward, "If that’s the way you feel Cutesy then I
won't bother you again.”
Poor Bunny, she'd messed up that friendship. But she was hurting at
being called Cutesy twice. “I'd rather not make friends with such an
oafish brute.” she growled, as she trotted back inside.
***
Bunny's owner Miss Mary Honey was worried. She loved Bunny and
had noticed a change. When the postman deposited the mail in the
letterbox and blew his whistle Bunny was silent. Bunny wasn't fun
anymore. Bunny just wasn't Bunny as she moped around the house.
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"What's wrong with Bunny?" queried the Dog Groomer.
Then it happened one day when Mary Honey walked past the house nextdoor, and she saw Bruno.
"Oh, what a handsome dog!" she exclaimed to her new neighbour. "Is he
docile?"
"He's just a little pussy-cat; his father was a guide dog. Bruno
wouldn't hurt a fly." She smiled, opened the gate, and beckoned
Mary in. "Won't you stay for coffee?"
Mary Honey hesitated; she didn't like the way Bunny was looking at
Bruno.
"Oh I'd love to. But what about the dogs? Do you think they'll get on
together?"
"Let's find out shall we? They daren't try anything while we're around,
will they?" Enid Callahan smiled as she moved forward, "I've come
early to get the house ready. My husband Jim's overseas for work.
It's to be a surprise for him when he gets back."
It was such a charming, parquetted kitchen with large double doors
opening into the garden. Miss Mary Honey, who had entered tentatively,
was beginning to enjoy Enid Callahan's company.
Bunny's little tail wagged non-stop; her behaviour would've won a blue
ribbon at the dog-show.
"Such a beautiful little girl, what's her name?' Enid cooed as she stroked
Bunny's silky coat.
"Bunny." replied Mary proudly. "Yes, Bunny is a charmer, but lately she's
not been her usual self."
Both ladies looked toward Bunny and Bruno who was wagging his tail
fervently.
"I do believe my Bruno's smitten. He hasn't been with dogs lately." Enid
smiled.
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"Perhaps you could come with me in the morning when I take Bunny for a
walk?"
"Oh, that would be wonderful, Bruno needs the exercise!" Enid said
pensively.
"It's good for us too," Mary Honey nodded. "It always blows the cob-webs
away!"
Enid Callahan watched Mary Honey's face; she liked this new neighbour.
***
There'd been a spate of robberies in the neighbourhood; the media
alerted people to take care. 'A security alarm and good locking system is
imperative,' the local police advised.
Mary Honey was worried, she didn't like the magnitude of robberies that
were taking place. She decided to take extra precaution and had an alarm
system installed for her security.
"Bunny wouldn't be much good as a guard dog, She's too little and cute."
Mary commented.
"Oh, Bruno will bark at strangers. People often run when they see the size
of him!" Enid assured.
Both ladies laughed as they looked toward Bunny and Bruno.
Oh, I might be little and cute... growled Bunny but if there's danger, I’ll
fight like a guard dog.
After their usual early morning walk around the park with the dogs
Mary Honey said one day, "I've wanted to show you where I shop. It’s
not very far away there's a great cafe there". "Oh, I'd love that. I seem
to get lost around here." Enid smiled. "I drive around in circles!
Bunny always loved her prime spot in the lounge-room looking out of the
window. She could see up and down the road and into the garden nextdoor.
Often Bunny would hear Bruno growl at a passer-by, and she felt
safe. It was the strange whimpering sound Bunny heard coming
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from next-door that day that unsettled her. She heard the whimper
again, then the crashing sound. She shivered with fear. Instantly
stranger danger came through to her. Things were not right outside.
Then she heard Bruno. 'Cutesy, Cutesy, Help me!!” She looked out
into the garden next-door and saw a man standing over Bruno and
kicking at him. Bunny was angry and Bunny became Brave Bunny.
No-one was going to hurt Bruno; she'd have to help him. In a flash
she ran through the doggy-door and down the drive.
The man looked at her and laughed as she nipped at his ragged trouser
leg.
She saw Bruno's fear as the man raised his steel-tipped work boot to kick
once more. Bunny bared her teeth and growled ferociously. "You'll not
kick Bruno again!"
Bunny was a human dynamo; she sank her little sharp teeth into the
man's ankle. He left Bruno and kicked out at her. But as he raised his boot
repeatedly, she sunk her teeth in and clung on. He couldn't shake her,
stumbled, and hit his head as he fell into the rockery.
Mary and Enid called the police when they found him in the front garden
mumbling incoherently. The police were glad that he'd been caught redhanded. He'd some of Enid's jewellery in his bag. The man was wanted
for burglary. He'd watched Mary and Enid leave in the car for the shops,
Bruno had tried to apprehend him, but it was Bunny who'd been the real
Heroine.
Bunny's photo was in the local newspaper, "Bunny Catches the
Neighbourhood Burglar." it read.
It was reported that the Burglar was still cursing that little dog that he
couldn't shake off. That big dog was a “pussy-cat” he said. The little dog is
a “savage canine" and should be locked up.
The groomer now has instructions that Bunny should never wear
pink bows again. "She's my guard dog." says Mary Honey proudly.
"Guard dogs can be cute!
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MICHAEL READ

A Colonial Student Visits Oxford
In Melbourne University I spent some time researching the books I needed to
refer to before I ventured into the wide world. I found that several important
books were held in the Education Department attached to the University of
Oxford. One particular book was located in, of all places, the Bodleian Library.
Now perhaps I really didn’t need to make use of this book, but it seemed to
me that it was too good an opportunity not to visit one of the great libraries of
the world.
In Oxford I located all the books I needed with the aid of a very helpful
librarian in an old house located some streets away from the colleges. The
house wasn’t attached to any of the colleges but was very like some of the old
buildings at Melbourne. Books piled on the floor, old coffee cups sitting in
corners, academics wandering in and out wearing old, dirty jumpers. I felt
comfortable and quite at home.
The next day I walked up to the sandstone archway of the Bodleian. A rather
elderly guard stood at the entrance. He touched his cap and asked what I
wanted. I explained that I needed to do some research in the library. ‘Oh,’ he
said, ‘You will have to go to the office upstairs and get a pass, Sir.’ I noted the
English working-class deference to their obvious superiors and went to the
office.
In a plain, bare room two middle aged women sat at their desks seemingly
filling in papers. I walked over to the nearest desk and without looking up the
woman indicated that I sit. I sat. And waited. Finally, she looked up and said,
‘Yes?’ ‘I would like to refer to a book in the Bodleian.’ She sighed and glared.
‘Not everyone can enter the library. You have to have a reason. We have all
sorts of people wanting to visit. What is your reason for wanting this book?
Are you doing some sort of research?’ I sat a bit stunned ‘I’m completing a
PhD at the University of Melbourne.’ She sniffed. ‘Have you a letter from your
university?’ This threw me. I had been welcomed without question with a
smile and a chat at the University of Southern California and at University
College London I had been shown how to navigate their library.
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I admit I was a bit confused and wasn’t sure what to say. ‘Well, no. I had no
idea I’d need one.’ She shook her head. ‘Do you have a student card?’ At this
point this middle-aged man felt like a fifteen-year-old being told off by a
teacher. I handed over the card. She read it carefully and looked up,
comparing the photo on the card to the real, but very humble person sitting in
front of her. ‘Go over to the camera, stand in front on the line and press the
button. I did as I was told. The camera flashed and a card shot out. I took it
back to the woman. ‘How long will it take you to do your research here?’ I
hadn’t really thought about that and said, ‘Probably two days.’ She took a
rubber stamp, set a date, and banged it down on the card. ‘Next time please
bring a letter. Show this to the guard on the stairs as you go up.’ I was
dismissed. I said my thankyous and scuttled out.
On the stairs the guard, all jovial and friendly must have realised I had just
been traumatised by my interview. He glanced at the card and pointed the
way up. I walked through the great oak doors into the Bodleian Library. I
cannot describe how stunning the library is. A bare wooden floor that smells of
hundreds of years of wear. The bookshelves and lecterns in rows, the great
high ceiling. The truly ancient books that I dare not touch. It was the Sistine
Chapel of libraries, and to this day I am humbled to have just had the chance
of being there.

A mug’s game.
Some say gambling is a sin. I’m not sure what commandment it comes under,
perhaps, “Commandment 13. Thou shalt not squander thy hard-earned
money.” But most people have a little ‘flutter’ now and then. What’s a few
dollars in the hope of winning something? The trouble is, some people gamble
their wages and livelihood, ruin their family, and cause great suffering on the
hope of a better life than they have now. Walk into any club or hotel, the
‘pinnies’ bright lights entice the bored, foolish or desperate. My father rarely
gambled but at one stage he ran an illegal SP book. That was back in the late
nineteen fifties when I think he was very short of money. He got sprung, of
course, the police rolled up to the house one Saturday and they politely closed
his off-course tote. His ‘exemplary character’ meant that he only received a
small fine from the magistrate, but he also received a ‘talking to’ by Mum.
Enough said.
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I really wasn’t interested in the horses so racing never interested me, but one
of my mates suggested we go along to a two up school which was run in
Chapel Street Prahran. In those days Chapel Street was deserted at night with
the exception of a line of cars parked outside a shopfront. Upstairs there was a
huge high-ceilinged room full of men. The air alive with cigarette smoke and
expectation. There was a man in the middle of the floor with a piece of wood
called a ‘kip’ and on the kip were two pennies. At a cry, he would flip the
pennies high towards the ceiling. The silence was audible as the pennies flew
high in the air. When they hit the carpeted floor there was pandemonium as
the boss called “Heads!” or “Tails!” There was a rush to the table where
thousands of pounds lay waiting to be grabbed before someone else took it.
Many were criminals, most were middle aged men and there were idiots like
me.
The long and short of it was that I became hooked. This was double or nothing.
Easy, fast and if you were lucky, riches flowed. Unfortunately for me the
opposite was true. I lost heaps. I was deep in debt. I borrowed money from my
father (lying to him and hoping for the best). Then one day I had what I can
only call an epiphany. I was driving through Toorak Village in my old, battered
Volkswagen when I saw the owner of the two up school get into a huge black
Mercedes Benz. “THAT’S WHERE MY MONEY IS!” I never went back again.
But the poker machines that infest every hotel in Victoria are the real evil.
Some years ago, I did some research for an anti-gambling organisation in the
western suburbs. One particular group of pubs in the Sunshine, Footscray and
Altona area all had the maximum number of machines and I counted at least
two or three more than the permissible limit. But nothing had been done to
reduce the number. The three worst and richest pubs were owned by a wellknown family whose head was a minister in the Victorian Parliament and a
pillar of the Church of England. At least the two up boss wasn’t a hypocrite.
The hot-heads of the group wanted to ‘name and shame’ him, but the lawyers
wisely stepped in and a few years later the laws were tightened – but not
much.
For many years I have not gambled in any way, reasoning that as I am a born
loser, I’ll never win a cracker. However, recently a friend told me about the
Tattslotto Fifty Quickpick. He has won a two or three thousand dollars
‘investing’ in this game. So, I thought, why not? It only costs $41.40, and so far,
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I have been a winner! I won $14.80 last week. OK, I’m not ahead, but one
day…

Portrait of a Father
Two framed photos hang on the bedroom wall. One is a formal photo of my
mother sitting with me on her lap. I’m not sure how old I was but I must have
been about three years old. My mother looks happy and proud. I look excited.
The other is a photo of my father. It was taken just after he had joined the
army and I think he had leave from the Flemington Showgrounds that served
as recruitment centre. He wears a slouch hat in the old style with one side of
the crown turned into the other. He is in a uniform without divisional patches,
and the jacket looks ill fitting. There are corporal’s stripes on his sleeve. The
photograph hung in my parent’s home until the house was demolished and I
later hung it in our bedroom. When my wife first saw the photo of my father
she said suddenly, ‘Look at the eyes. That distant look.’ And I had never
noticed. It is not a portrait of someone thinking, ‘My wife will be pleased, or I
hope he takes a good shot.’ I sometimes look at the picture and wonder what
was going through his mind. Was he regretting having joined up? Perhaps he
was bored with sitting, waiting for the photographer. But no, I don’t think so.
The distant look I now find somewhat unnerving. What indeed was he thinking?
Of course, I’ll never know now. He was certainly a handsome man. He was
popular with both men and women, particularly women because of his oldworld charm. He was very much the gentleman. Having been divorced (very
shocking in those days), I am sure he was now a one-woman man.
Another photo I have was taken in the desert, probably at El Alamein. He
stands at the centre of a group, a 25-pounder gun behind them. His arms are
crossed, and he wears a shirt and shorts. He is the only one wearing a slouch
hat. The others are stripped to just shorts and boots. While they are all
laughing, he just smiles. Again, I get that sense of distance, or am I imagining it?
I look carefully, trying to penetrate time and distance. He looks and is older
than the others and he now has a moustache. A thick but short moustache. I
can remember asking him about the mo. ‘I shaved it off.’ I asked why. ‘It grew
red hair.’ I always thought it suited him, and anyway I have – or had – red hair
so couldn’t see anything wrong with that. Again, I look at the picture. The
others look very young and now I suppose are all gone, blown away by the
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years. At home he never spoke about his army days and had no old army
mates but, was the treasurer of the local RSL. At one point in my youth, I
thought of joining the army and I can remember him saying, ‘Don’t join the
armoured corps.’ I asked why and he explained in detail what happened when
a shell penetrated the turret of a tank. The gunners got the job of cleaning up
their work. The idea dwindled, and anyway the air force was more romantic to
my childish brain.
The last photo of my father is of him in cricket whites, standing holding the
ball in both hands. In his young days he was a good footballer, but cricket was
his great love. I took the photo before the match, and I can clearly remember
Mum telling him he was too old to be playing. He laughed at her fears and was
later carried off the pitch having run to catch a ball and fallen, hurting his pride
more than anything. I look at the small photo carefully, Dad standing waiting
for me to take the picture with my box brownie. For the first time I can see
him happy.

Tripe
I was in the butcher’s the other day when a middle-aged woman asked, ‘Do
you have tripe?’
‘No love, the young ones don’t know what it is. No call for it.’ My father loved
tripe. Any offal, pig’s trotters, brains, you name it, he would eat it. As a child I
had trouble understanding why he enjoyed eating glutinous, slimy meat. But
his father died when Dad was very young and through the Depression years,
his mother had little money for the luxury of lamb chops and beef steaks.
I was expected to eat what was put in front of me as children did in those days,
but I drew the line at tripe. Mum claimed you couldn’t smell it when she was
cooking, but my delicate nostrils could pick up the vile smell from outside the
house and dad was always trying to persuade me to eat even a small portion
of his tripe. ‘Just try some, it won’t kill you!’ But no, I would eat anything else
but not that pale mess. It was one of those small battles that most families
have. Dad seemed almost obsessed. Once, when he was trying to get me to
eat even a little bit, I yelled, ‘It looks like a lump of snot!’ A perfectly
reasonable statement. Dad fumed but said nothing.
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Then one night I could smell Mum cooking tripe. As usual I held my breath
passing through the kitchen. When I was called to dinner, the tripe was
nowhere to be seen. Not on Dad’s plate or Mum’s. Odd. Mum had chopped it
up very fine and mixed it with mashed potato. The potato had little shiny bits
in it. I knew what they were up to. They had conspired to fool me, thinking I
wouldn’t notice. I ate everything around the potato. Dad looked up. ‘Eat your
potato.’ How dare they try to trick me.’ I thought. ‘No, it’s got tripe in it.’
Foolishly Mum said, ‘No dear. Well only a little bit. It’s good for you.’ How
could Mum do this to me? She knew I hated tripe. ‘No! I’m not eating it!’ At
that, Dad roared, ‘Don’t speak to your mother like that! Eat your potato!’
Feeling trapped, I started to cry. Through my tears I shouted, ‘No! I won’t! It
stinks!’
Looking back, I realise that all three of us had painted ourselves into a corner.
It got worse. Dad rose from his chair and came around to my side. His face was
red with anger. I thought he was going to hit me. He towered above me. I
scrunched down. ‘Eat your potato. Eat it!’ ‘No, no. I won’t!’ I howled. I wanted
to go to my bedroom. Anywhere, not here. Dad grabbed the fork, scooped up
some potato. He held it in front of my nose. All I could smell was tripe. ‘No, no
I won’t, I won’t!’ He tried to push it into my mouth. I tightened my lips. I began
hiccupping as tears poured down my face. I could hear my mother, ‘Stop it,
stop it, for God’s sake stop it!’ She tried to get between us. In disgust Dad
threw down the fork. He shouted, ‘You are not leaving the table until you have
eaten your potato!’
I can’t quite remember what happened next. It had gone very quiet. After
about half an hour I was told to go to my room. The potato remained a cold,
pale mass on the plate. Strangely enough Mum never cooked tripe again. I
think we had all decided it wasn’t worth the trauma.
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HELEN THOMPSON

The Mind of a Child
It certainly wasn’t Ruth with her neat plaits lovingly braided, living in the
shadow of her brother Anthony’s hole-in-the-heart, in the days when such
children lived a short, feeble life and then died. It was definitely my idea, to
eat our lunch in the toilets and then to perform a Punch and Judy show over
the door.
Our audience became bored and left the toilet block. We turned to the toilet
paper and started putting lots of it into the bowl “for fun”. Lots and lots of
toilet paper, so much that when we flushed the toilet, water flooded out of
the bowl and then out of the toilet block into the asphalt quadrangle.
Children came from all ends of the playground in a flurry of excitement at the
terrible spectacle of water flooding out of the girls’ toilet block. I was suddenly
cognisant of the crime I had committed, the foolishness of my actions. I hadn’t
thought about the consequences – at seven years old I had the mind of a child.
“Ooh, you’re gonna cop it,” we were told by a chorus of frenzied onlookers.
Fear filled our hearts.
The innocent were secretly glad that it wasn’t them.
I was wishing that it wasn’t me.
We had to visit Miss Threlfall in her office, the headmistress’ office down a
forbidden corridor near the formal front entrance of the school.
She asked me what I was doing in the toilets.
I said that I was eating my lunch.
I was terrified.
She looked at me intently, hesitated, and then said, “The toilets aren’t the
nicest place to eat your lunch are they Helen?”
I had to agree with her, and I haven’t eaten lunch in the toilets since.
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The things that happened in 1962

I saw a corgi the other day when cycling through Ruffey Lake Park; a modernday corgi with an abundant and happy tail unlike the corgis, Jack Russells, fox
terriers, dobermans, cocker spaniels and other breeds with docked tails of
decades ago. Whenever I see a corgi, it reminds me of the Jackson family.
Sue Jackson and I were thrust together as 11-year-old girls by various family
connections because ‘we were the same age and gender’ and, in this case the
friendship worked.
She lived in Blackburn South on Blackburn Road when it was a two-lane road
and the nature strip was wide and wild with vegetation. On Guy Fawkes’ night
a huge bonfire was lit by and for surrounding families on this wide verge. Her
family attended the Methodist Church on the corner of Blackburn Road and
Burwood Road. Her mother bred corgis. Her parents were still in love and
remained so until their deaths. A warm, affectionate family who lived in chaos:
cats and dogs everywhere, the dishes done occasionally, nothing much ever
tidied or dusted, an abundance of books and conversation and lots of care and
concern. This was heaven for me as I loved animals, but we couldn’t have a
dog as my mother worked full time. Also, I always felt welcome and very much
part of the family. Sue and I bonded and laughed and giggled and schemed
and explored the surrounding orchards and building sites in the new suburb of
Blackburn.
During the week we wrote letters to each other across the suburbs,
sometimes in invisible ink, as phone calls were considered an extravagance.
The Jackson parents had the special gift of making another child feel truly
welcome in their family. I lived in Bentleigh and was often farmed out in
school holidays to my Aunty Marg in Blackburn South; I soon moved in with
Sue for these visits. At the time my brother had just bought a black kitten from
the pet shop, and I didn’t have a pet of my own. Sue’s mum kindly sought out
some local kittens and I chose a beautiful fluffy tabby who, over the following
months despite ‘her’ feminine beauty, developed testes – or balls as we kids
said. Yes, my cat Mehitabel was a boy.
Sue’s mum, Poodle, was very capable. There was nothing she couldn’t do
except housework and who cares about that. She had grown up in England the
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daughter of a Methodist minister in a manse with maids and other help and I
imagine housework was something that happened when you weren’t looking.
As a teen she’d attended a boarding school for the daughters of Methodist
ministers – a rather limiting education for an intelligent young woman. During
the war she drove ambulances and after the war migrated to Australia with
her new husband, a toddler and pregnant with my friend Sue. Poodle would
cut your hair, dock the corgis’ tails and wait for it, desex a male cat - all at the
dining room table. I still remember the day she put rubber bands around
Hettie’s balls. Totally unacceptable by today’s standards and poor old Hettie
wasn’t happy for the first 30 to 60 minutes. He then recovered his composure
and never mentioned the matter again. A few months later, or was it weeks,
Hettie’s desiccated balls fell off on the hearth rug in front of the open fire at
home. I carried them in my pencil case at school for years.
There have been times when Sue and I haven’t seen each other for years or
even decades, she lived in the UK for twenty years and married in her early
twenties and had children whereas I married later. Sue now lives in Alexandra
and runs the famous Alexandra Beanie Festival each year and that’s when we
last saw each other on a chilly August day. Whatever happens in life we are
good friends thanks to all that wonderful Jackson goodwill amid domestic
chaos and tail-less corgis.

Travel
lucky phones
travel
on trains slicing through suburbia
on trams, buses, planes
in backpacks, bags, bikes
nestled into adipose waists
and pocketed
close to the heart
in shirts, suits, slickers
when they cry
they are wrenched screaming
from bag, pocket, pack or sling
and fondled
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gazed at intently
direct eye contact is made
then held against the face
the head
the epicentre of life
to transmit the sweet nothings of existence
‘I’m on a train’
close to mouth, ear, nose, eye
they are strolled through parks
paced up and down railway platforms
nursed and rocked like colicky babes
rushed through shopping centres
cradled
talked into
in intimate tones
filtering warm breath
beloved
as they journey
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HELEN VAN GORP

‘Absolutely Delightful’
Last week as I was putting washing on the line, I took a peek at the sky above
where I was standing. I noticed that the sky was a brilliant blue, without a
cloud in sight. I thought to myself 'Wow! Isn't this a perfect day!” Then I
experienced the sun shining brightly, with its rays beaming, giving me a
fantastic warmth. It was a great day to be alive. My imagination went into
overload, and I pretended that I was down at the beach, walking along the
sandy shores collecting shells that were scattered here and there, without a
care in the world. Every so often I would glance and let my eyes gaze out at
the ocean where the sun would be glistening on the water giving it a diamond
shimmering effect. Then the waves would lap gently against the shoreline, and
I would dip my feet into the shallow water there. After that I'd walk along the
pier. As I did I would see a few fishermen casting their rods out into the sea,
hoping to catch a fish or two if luck was on their side.
A wonderful day for a wedding as well. As the saying goes 'Happy is the bride
that the sun shines on.'
'Darcy' my beloved pooch brought me back to reality out of my daydream,
barking and making moaning noises whilst looking into my eyes as if to say,
'Hey don't forget about me, you know what I need.' To which I replied, 'Later
mate. I have chores awaiting me indoors that have to be attended to first.'
After announcing that I reluctantly dragged myself back indoors, even though
the sun-filled day was beckoning elsewhere.
After a spot of lunch, all the chores were completed, so I thought I would take
a walk. 'Oops did I mention that 'W' word?’ By this stage the dog was dancing
excitedly around my feet in anticipation of what he knows comes next. Then
we are out the door, after the leash is firmly attached to his collar. The sun is
high in the sky at this stage of the afternoon, and it feels beautiful as it fills my
inner being with its warm glow. Whilst we walk around the streets I glance at
peoples’ gardens, and marvel at the glorious Autumn colours of the trees that
sparkle in the dazzling sunlight. I enjoy the splendid display they make as they
stand there so proudly taking on a majestic appearance. God's ‘artwork' that
he has put there for all of us mere mortals to view and admire. Alas, in a few
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weeks the trees that display those spectacular colours will be bare as they
shed their leaves with the commencement of Winter.
So, everyone, make the most of the sunny days and enjoy them to the fullest!!
Thoughts in my mind ‘A Step back in Time.’
Whilst dining out with family one Sunday afternoon recently I happened to
glance out of the establishment’s window onto the brick pavement. There
much to my utmost delight and utter amazement stood sparkling in the sun a
burgundy hansom cab with intricate gold trimmings and accompanying it most
becomingly was a lovely black horse. I thought to myself ‘Isn’t that interesting
that it should park there? What a coincidence!’ as this eatery was called ‘Dark
Horse on the Brit.’ I rushed outside and patted the horse, glancing adoringly at
him and remarking that he looked like ‘Black Beauty’. A crowd of spectators
were milling around by that stage marvelling at the sight before them. Then
just as luck would have it the carriage door of the hansom cab opened, and a
gentleman wearing a top hat and tails looking somewhat distinguished and
slightly puzzled, alighted, and stepped on to the pavement.
The gentleman in question then remarked to one and all in an unmistakable
English accent that he seemed to be lost in transit and had hailed from the
early nineteenth century so to speak. A group of local yokels had just come
into view and one who thought that he was it and a bit jostled his mates
saying as he looked the gentleman up and down ‘Struth, what have we got
here?’ The gentleman replied, ‘You are most insolent in your speech and
manner and should take a lesson from him and speak the Queen’s proper
English.’ The yokel gave a loud guffaw to this. He was enjoying his moment of
glory as he was capturing the crowd’s attention as they witnessed the verbal
exchange and saw the humour in it. It was then that the proprietor of the
eatery came out and told the yokel and his mates to move away from there.
Drastic action would be taken if they did not do so promptly, and with that
threatening statement they took the hint.
The gentleman was then ushered inside and shown a table and treated kindly,
as his plight was recognized, and was given a meal and refreshments that he
was probably craving for in spite of it all. My family and I then returned home
to our respective abodes, after an interesting day of events.
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My mind has been imagining and thinking how the gentleman fared after that.
He may have decided that he wanted to stay in the twentieth century and not
go back in time to where he came from. He may be now dressed in jeans and a
T-shirt and driving a sports car whilst he enjoys all the mod cons. Who knows?
Meanwhile the hansom cab that he previously travelled in has probably found
a second lease of life, plus the dark horse and its driver found employment in
the city with the other ones that congregate there daily, and escort people
who like to enjoy being paraded around. I like to think so!

Thoughts in My Mind ‘Knitting Mills’
It is known far and wide over the years that the Earl of Spencer (Ernest
Crompton), together with his wife Lady Gertrude, have built up the vast wool
and cotton empire to what it is today. Starting with one industry employing a
few people working in a mill and on the big loom machines, the business took
off and other industries of this nature opened in various parts of England, all
driven by and under the expert guidance of Ernest Crompton. These were the
years during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The business
prospered and was famous for its wools of cashmere and mohair, renowned
for their softness and fine texture and calico, brocade, and a large variety of
cotton materials. Prospective buyers and dealers came from surrounding areas
and further afield with one notion in their minds, to check out the wares on
display in big warehouses and emporiums.
Earl Crompton and Lady Gertrude lived in a mansion befitting their class,
situated in a small hamlet named Worsley close to London. They mixed
frequently with the upper crust of society and entertained and gave grand
parties at their home with its sprawling manicured gardens and acres of land.
Lady Gertrude played croquet regularly with ladies from London and enjoyed
this pastime immensely. She was an excellent horse rider in her youth, in
recent times riding side saddle as befitting of a well-bred genteel lady.
Earl Crompton was seen to be an excellent all-round sportsman and enjoyed
the sport of polo, whilst hanging at an odd angle from his faithful steed, much
to the delight of his wife and other spectators cheering the riders on.
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The Crompton’s could definitely afford a lavish lifestyle as they were not short
of a bob or two due to their business and industries doing so well.
As time went on they reared four children (two boys and two girls) with the
help of nannies and governesses as was the norm of those times, and polite
children because of that.
After a time, the boys went to boarding school, were taught to be gentlemen
and thus prepared for the world of business.
The girls were taught the basics of the 3RS and learned the genteel pastimes
of embroidery and art.
As the parents aged gracefully, and took a step back, their sons learnt to take
more of an active role in the business empire. Encouraged by their father they
became proficient in running it.
Now I hear the business is still going from strength to strength. Modern
woollen garments are being made, and some cotton items such as spencers
are being sewn on treadle sewing machines. They add a new dimension, thus
expanding the business in more ways than one for the future.

Thoughts in my mind ‘Searching for a Princess.’
The other day my husband Lord Elliot Faulburn and I his wife Lady Eloise
Faulburn, received an official invitation from Princess Alexandra Carlisle and
Prince Stuart, formerly the Duke and Duchess of Wessex in England but now
residing at Royal Palace in the suburb of Kew in Melbourne. The letter in
question stated that we were to dine with them and partake in a spot of High
Tea, and then enjoy a leisurely stroll with them around the Alexandra Gardens
nearby, named affectionately so in her (the princess’) honour. My husband
and I were delighted and replied promptly without a second thought regarding
the matter.
I myself with the help of my ladies’ maid looked through my vast wardrobe,
both of us deciding on an outfit that would flatter me with its hue and style,
and also draw special attention to my tiny waist. The next few days were quite
hectic in that regard and then’ Eureka’ we found a suitable one plus a pair of
button up boots and a matching stole that would complement the wearer
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beautifully. Problem solved. Now I could concentrate on more pressing
matters that needed my time and effort regarding the household and staff in
my mansion and different appointments and social outings that I had to
attend on a regular basis because of my breeding and dealing with members
of the upper crust so to speak.
Then as the days went on much to our utter dismay a note of apology was
delivered to our abode proclaiming that ‘The High Tea’ had been cancelled. It
seemed that ‘The Princess’ had become ill due to a bout of influenza and was
confined to bed to recover from this ailment (Doctor’s orders). The maid
opened the door and in flew Enza to make light of it all. I thought to myself it
was such a shame and disappointing even though it couldn’t have been helped,
it sounded like no one was exempt from contracting a certain illness not even
those who had inherited ‘royal blood’.
However, all was not lost. My husband and I discussed the situation and
decided to take it in hand, as we had been waiting for this event with bated
breath in spite of it all. The next day we put our plan into action. The weather
was sunny. After eating a sumptuous breakfast, I retired to my bedroom,
where I rang for my ladies’ maid to attend to my needs, with my dressing attire
and gloves, parasol and such becoming of a lady of the early nineteenth
century. My husband did likewise with the aid of a valet and then a day
carriage was summoned. The cook had packed a splendid picnic hamper for us
to take on our journey to ‘The Alexandra Gardens’. We made a handsome
couple as we strolled arm in arm enjoying our time there and marvelling at the
flowers that grew in the manicured flower beds, and then enjoying the
contents of the picnic hamper, which consisted of cucumber sandwiches and a
lovely array of cakes all packed especially for the occasion. Nannies pushing
perambulators were there too with toddlers in tow doing their utmost to
escape from their clutches without much success as they were grasped firmly.
After a while the sun had all but disappeared, and the weather had turned a
trifle chilly. We boarded the waiting carriage once more, and the horses that
accompanied it galloped off with a steady trot towards our abode.
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Thoughts in my Mind: The Lord and Lady of Critcheon House
Lady Pricilla was lounging at leisure in the blankets in her vast bed awaiting
her breakfast. She was deep in thought as she pondered the coming day’s
events and what they would entail. All of a sudden, she heard a knock at her
door. Young Nellie entered the room, a tray poised with an air of efficiency,
with a bow and smile to her mistress, while lowering it onto the bed. She then
deposited it into her outstretched arms and promptly departed the room. A
short time later whilst ‘the Lady’ was enjoying the remnants of her tasty and
somewhat satisfying breakfast, and about to take a final sip of her favourite
tea, she heard footsteps enter the room. She did not look, thinking it was
probably Nellie, but when she glanced up, much to her surprise there stood
her handsome husband ‘Lord Tristan’, dressed and ready for the day looking
absolutely dashing in his tweed suit. ‘Well, my dear, to what do I owe the
pleasure of this visit at this early hour?’ she remarked. Her husband smiled
and replied. ‘Why, it is our wedding anniversary! Forty years we have you and
I, my Sweet, lived as man and wife.’ On hearing that statement she blushed
prettily like the young girl he married years ago, and he mentioned to her that
he would see her again in the dining room where the couple would enjoy a
spot of luncheon together.
She did have fond memories of their being very much in love and of their
wedding day. He was always the perfect gentleman. He worked in ‘the Bank’
and after a year of marriage she gave birth to a baby girl who they named
Genevieve, whom they adored. A year or so after that blessed event another
baby arrived, a baby boy this time much to their delight. They named him
Arthur. He and his sister were the apple of their parents’ eyes. Over the years
the children were reared with the aid of nannies and governesses, and their
precious son went to boarding school, the same one that his father attended
as a boy.
The years rolled on. Genevieve married a man suitable to their ranking and
class in society. She and her husband have two daughters who reside in the
next hamlet.
Arthur, their precious son, decided on a banking career, taking over his
father’s position at the same mercantile bank as manager, stepping into his
shoes. He too married a well brought up lady and he and his wife have two
boys, and also live nearby.
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After all that reminiscing I am now ready and attired in a flattering burgundy
gown with a matching stole. My hair is caught on the side with a tortoise shell
clasp. Nellie tells me this is the latest style, and it suits me and my colouring
perfectly.
My husband Tristan is waiting for me in the dining room as he promised. We
dine, eating roast pheasant with an assortment of vegetables. Following the
main course we eat ‘Fruit Jellies’ for dessert.
Tristan presents me with a lovely ruby and diamond necklace with matching
earrings. I say, “Oh you do spoil me with gifts”. He replies on hearing this ‘You
deserve it all my Sweet’.
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DENNIS WHELAN
A true story in best Dad’s Army tradition
Pilot Officer Johnson was really low on fuel and ammunition that October
morning in 1940 after yet another attack by the Luftwaffe on the English port
of Southampton and a morning’s fighting, so he banked his Spitfire and dived
toward his base at Duxford.
As he came out of the cloud, he was very surprised to see the ME 109 heading
for its base back in France and clearly low on fuel, the ME 109 being notorious
for its short range. So, knowing he had a few seconds of ammo left, he aimed
his plane in the general direction of the enemy, pressed the firing button, and
after a two second burst the ammo ran out. He swept over the enemy and on
to his base not knowing if he had hit the enemy or not.
Meanwhile Feldwebel (Sergeant) Horst Hellriegel flying the same ME 109 and
on his way home to France after dog fighting over the Dorset coast and low on
fuel had a brief glimpse of the descending Spitfire. The glint of its gun fire
exploded on his engine and fuel tanks leaving him in a very precarious
situation.
With his engine spluttering and giving little power and his remaining fuel fast
running out he knew he had to get down on land and quickly. With no way of
reaching his French base he headed for a paddock on the Isle of Wight called
Bowcombe Down, near an old chalk quarry called Gypsy’s Hollow.
Landing a ME 109 was often quite tricky as their narrow track undercarriage
made them prone to collapse and nosing over. This coupled with the heavy
cockpit canopy had seen many fatalities in the Luftwaffe, in fact by war’s end
over 11,000 ME 109 out of the 34,000 built had landing accidents.
He carefully lowered his undercarriage and flaps and using the last of his
available power landed safely.
He removed his pistol and holster and placed them under the seat as there
was no way he was going to take on the British Army with his P38 Walther
pistol. He knew he had little chance of making it back to Europe, in fact after
the war it transpired that no German prisoner held in England made a
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successful escape and only one of the 2222 escape attempts by prisoners held
in Canadian, Australian and American POW camps made it back to Germany.
This was a pilot Franz Von Werra who escaped from a Canadian POW camp via
America. He died later in the war of a flying accident.
Horst on the landing run had passed over a road so decided to walk back to it.
19-year-old Harold Blow was driving a lorry to Newport along the Calbourne
road. He was approaching Park Place Farm when a man wearing an airman’s
uniform stepped into the road and waved him down.
Harold pulled up and got the shock of his life, it was a German pilot in full
flying gear. And to his great credit, Harold wasn’t fazed by meeting a German
pilot.
Harold said” Are you armed?” And Horst replied “No, I no fight.” But Harold
wasn’t trusting any German, so he ran his hands over him before telling him
get into his lorry and they drove off towards Newport."
Harold said to Horst in terrible mock German, “For you ze war is over”
As they pulled away Horst casually said, “Will you pull up at the Blacksmiths
Arms at the top of the hill? I could do with a drink.”
Harold was flabbergasted, and asked him how he knew that, and he said that
he had often been to the Island because in peace time he worked on liners
which called at Southampton.
And so, it was that a few minutes later the lunchtime regulars at the
Blacksmiths were treated to the sight of a Luftwaffe pilot in full flying gear
propping up the bar. (I wonder who paid for his pint?)
Refreshed, Harold drove Horst to Carisbrooke intending to hand him over at
the local policeman’s house. Here, the plan fell apart as the village bobby was
away on holiday!
So, what do you do with a German pilot you’ve just captured? Well, as if the
story wasn’t bizarre enough already, Harold decided to take Horst to his home
in Gunville, where his mum, Mrs Blow, was preparing his lunch.
His Mum being a strong countrywoman, said: ‘I wasn’t frightened of him, but I
fancy he was a little frightened of me as he kept on saying that he was not a
bomber and trembled like a leaf.”
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He showed her a photo of his wife and little daughter and said he did not want
to fight England. Mum then said, “Then why do your people come over here
dropping bombs on women and children?”
Horst shook his head sadly and said “I know. It is terrible. It is very bad for our
women and children too.”
Mum gave him a cup of tea and a plate of meat, and he took some toffees out
of his pocket and gave them to her little girl. Harold went for the police. After
about half an hour they arrived with eight soldiers, and two of them came into
the kitchen and ready for a fight. Mum said, “There’s no need for that, the
man has already surrendered, and you must wait outside until he’s finished his
cup of tea!”
Horst looked very frightened and whispered, “Shall I be all right?” And Mum
told him he would be treated well, as we didn’t kill or torture prisoners in
England.
As he left, he shook hands with them and thanked them for their kindness.
When Mrs. Blow later learned that there were six ‘victim’ stripes painted on
Horst’s plane she said, “If I’d known that I should have felt more like putting
my carving knife through him than giving him something to eat.”
However, the stripes and a large emblem of Mickey Mouse wearing boxing
gloves painted on the side were nothing to do with Horst. They were the work
of Sergeant Horst Jaenisch, whose plane Horst had borrowed for the day as his
was unserviceable.
The story was still not over. The abandoned Messerschmitt sat on the Downs
guarded for the first few days, after which the locals arrived fully tooled-up
and proceeded to strip the carcase clean!
Prosecutions followed, two weeks later. Portions of a Messerschmitt 109,
ranging from an electrical generator to an engine cover 3ft long, were
exhibited in Court when seven souvenir hunters were charged with removing
parts of a German aeroplane.
Edward Crinage, for the RAF, said: “On October 19 I inspected the complete
Messerschmitt 109 but three days later it had been reduced to a heap of
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scrap. Everything removable had been taken, the fuselage and even parts of
the engine cut out by hacksaws, and the wings mutilated."
A witness said, “On October 20 I found 50 or 60 people there using hammers
and chisels to take parts away.”
An Intelligence Officer explained German planes were only guarded until the
armament, wireless, and flying instruments were removed.
Fines of £2, 10s., and 5s. were given.
Horst spent the rest of the war as a
POW. There were no camps on the
Island until 1943 so he almost
certainly went to the only British
camp at that time, Grizedale Hall in
Cumbria.
Sadly, despite best efforts, Horst’s
post-war life is unknown.
This picture is the very plane that Horst Hellriegel landed on Bowcombe Down.
On the side is Mickey in boxing gloves and in the cockpit is Horst Jaenisch, the
regular pilot of the 109.
With a production run of 34,000, the Messerschmitt109 was the most
produced fighter aircraft in history.

Eyes
They’d met by chance. She dropped the bag of tomatoes and he’d instinctively
bent to catch the bag and straightened up and their heads bumped together.
They both laughed and started chatting about the high price and lousy quality
and somehow they ended up in a local coffee shop.
He had his first chance to properly see her face, and it was a nice face. He
could see empathy and kindness, but above all, he saw her eyes.
Like most men when looking at a woman, a woman they didn’t know, he firstly
took in her breasts and general figure and then the face and especially the
eyes. And hers were lovely, kind of hazel with little flecks of gold, well that’s
how it appeared to him, set as they were in a slightly oval face with auburn
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hair. She had that sort of worn look we tend to develop with age, and a slim
figure with the plain blouse concealing her breasts which he later found were
surprisingly well formed.
He placed her at late forties.
The relationship developed quite quickly and eventually came the inevitable
time when they drove to the beach after a meal at a motel close to the sea.
They both loved the sea and walked along like a couple of teenagers as they
avoided the gentle sea as it hissed up the sand and over their bare feet.
But they weren’t teenagers and knew a lot about life. He wasn’t sure if this
was the right time as they kissed and she opened her blouse and said. “Don’t
go any further or I won’t be able to stop myself” and he’d replied, “And I’ll
break something clambering around on these front seats”, so they laughed
and waited.
They were both nervous but trusting of the other as they had their lunch
looking out over the Bay, then without saying anything the time came and
they drove to the motel on the waterfront and went to their room. They had a
cup of tea and as he set up the small portable CD with its speakers Rosie
nicked the extra shampoo and conditioner and popped them in her handbag.
Why doesn’t everyone?
Rosie went into the bathroom, and he slipped the CD into the unit, he chose
Puccini because he loved his work and had often marvelled at the beauty of
his music; he forwarded it to “One fine day” the story of Madam Butterfly and
the music filled the room.
He had no tickets on himself, getting on a bit and with a paunch and when one
takes the clothes off, you’re there in all your naked glory!
He lay on the bed, and not particularly aroused, and waited.
Rosie came out of the bathroom with the towel round her body and stood by
the bed looking down at him with just the hint of a smile and her eyes gently
drifting over his naked body.
He smiled back. “Well Rosie, this is me.”
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She dropped the towel and stood there, and he in turn took in her face, eyes
and slim well-formed body before she lay beside him and said “And this is me.”
They lay side by side facing each other as Madam Butterfly sang her song of
love and loss, their faces close and they smiled. He felt her eyes were liquid
pools of gold as they gently kissed.
He’d been in love before and knew that all-consuming wonderful feeling of
stars and moons in his tummy, the thinking of her constantly would gradually
fade as time passed by. The total love would pass into something different,
very good, but different and just a normal part of being human as no one
could live overwhelmed by love for ever.
The months passed and their love stayed as a constant with the moments
together so treasured.
He looked at his watch as he got out of the car, locked it and went to the front
door, a bit late, but then he often worked back and was always the last person
to leave his office after turning off the lights, putting on the alarm and locking
the door
He went into the hall and looked to the left at the lounge as he put his keys on
the hall stand. His wife stood there with her best and closest friend Mary. He
felt fear as they stood there implacable and unmoving.
His wife spoke, her voice cold and hard “Who is the Bitch?
Eyes 2
George shut the door behind him and walked into lounge room and surveyed
the two women, Joan his wife and Mary her closest and best friend.
His feeling of fear had gone now he knew the cause of that grim moment and
he confronted them. “What the hell are you talking about?” Knowing that his
confected anger would soon have them backing down; well, it had always
worked in the past!
Mary was the one with balls and stepped forward. He’d never liked her, very
women’s lib and ready to do battle, always seemed to be there for Joan and
he couldn’t remember the numerous altercations they’d had in the past. She
was smart and a lawyer, specialising in all things to do with children and
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abused females, but had been useful at times in the past with the odd bit of
legal help when his real estate business had the run in with the taxation
department. Being a JP helpful when a legal statement needed signing.
Mary answered, “We know all about her George, we’ve” and he noticed the
use of the plural “been tracking you and we know about all the others and
there have been a lot haven’t there?”
George poured himself a drink, a stiff one, and moved to the centre of the
room and sat down on his favourite chair. A beautiful leather rotating office
chair over a hundred years old he’d purchased from a deceased estate and
went into attack mode.
“How dare you follow me? What I do is my business, and if Joan wasn’t such a
cold woman, I wouldn’t have to find comfort in others. So it’s no one’s fault
but hers. I’m a good provider so what’s she’s complaining about?”
He knew it wasn’t true, Joan had never refused sex and always seemed to
enjoy the experience and even whilst in the midst of an affair they’d make
love from time to time. He also knew the success of the business had been due
largely to her and the work she had put into it in the early days and not least
the money from an inheritance.
The truth was he liked fresh experiences, new bodies, the chase and inevitable
win. But it never lasted; he tired and moved on because there was always a
new woman just around the corner and the internet provided lots of
opportunity.
He actually smiled a little at his wife, daring her to respond, when the noosed
rope wielded by Mary from behind fell over his head and down his arms and
was pulled tight pinning him into the chair. He’d dropped the whiskey noting it
landing on the white carpet, and thinking, “That’s going to stain” before
realising he couldn’t move his arms or get out of the chair as Mary wound it
round him a couple of times before tying it securely to the arm rest.
“What the hell are you doing?”
Joan stood before him looking calmly down. “What are we doing, why dear
we’re,” and again he noticed the plural,” paying you back for all the years of
deceit, the times you’ve cheated, all the money you’ve lavished on the tarts
and that dose of gonorrhoea you gave me that screwed up any chance of me
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having a child. And you said I’d gotten it from a toilet seat. What absolute
crap.”
George was both very frightened and very angry as he struggled to get free.
“God I’m going to beat the shit out of you, and I’ll have that bastard debarred
and you’ll suffer for this. I’ll divorce you and there won’t be penny you get
from me because I’ll sue you for theft and deprivation of my liberty and
anyway everything’s in my name”.
Mary came round from behind where she had been finishing off the knots.
“George you clearly don’t recall the will you made a few months ago leaving
everything to Joan, do you? We did enjoy destroying the old one which left so
much to your favourite tarts.”
“How the hell did you find that? And I haven’t made a new will!”
Mary responded. “We knew all about the locked safe in the office, and your
total predictability and lousy memory ensured you’d write the combination
down and keep it in your wallet for us to find when you’d gone to sleep.”
Joan took a document from her large bag and showed it to him.
And he read it. A very simple two-page document “The last Will and
Testament.”
“Christ that’s a new will and leaving everything to you, I’ve never signed
anything like that.”
Mary said, “Just look at it, it’s all perfectly legal, see there’s Joan’s signature
and glory be there’s mine with my nice official JP stamp.”
‘But I’m not dead.”
Mary replied, “But you soon will be.”
“It’ll be murder no matter what you do to me.”
Joan chimed in “Oh George there will be no mess, or pain. You’ll just go to
sleep and with your history of heart problems and the quadruple bypass and
all those pills, you’ll be here working at your desk active to the last. Why our
doctor will just sign the death certificate no worries at all.”
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George started to call out “Help, help!” but it was drowned out by the sound
from the record player of Puccini’s Madam Butterfly singing of the lost love of
her life “One fine day we’ll see, arising a strand of smoke.”
Mary placed the clear plastic bag over his head and gently taped it shut with
duct tape around his neck.
As the clear plastic started to fog up, his heart started to pound, and as the
angina pain came upon him, he saw them pop the cork champagne bottle.
They poured a glass each and toasted each other before taking a sip and
placing the glasses back on the table. They looked deeply into each other’s
eyes and smiled as they kissed passionately then hand in hand walked to the
bedroom.

He
He got up and stood by the bed, the morning sunlight filling the room with light,
dust motes floating in the golden light as he looked down at her.
She smiled up at him, seemingly oblivious now of her nakedness, and he was
struck by both the whiteness of her skin and her utter vulnerability both
physically and emotionally; he felt it deep within his guts.
He was comfortable with his own nakedness knowing he was not in any way
outstanding but trusting in her, the woman, to protect his ego, as women
always did.
Did he measure up to her dead husband and did he really care anyway? This
was very peripheral to him as he lived pretty much in the here and now. What
had been could never be reclaimed and what was to come? Well time would
reveal that.
Now he was content to just be with her, and her smile and the dust motes
floating in that golden light.
He had said to her “I love you.” and she had responded “I don’t know if I love
you.” and he realised at that moment he hadn’t been clear or honest with her.
Yes, he loved her, but he was not in love with her and there is a difference. He
loved her as he loved his son, grandchildren, family, and certain friends, that
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feeling that lies somewhere beyond friendship and liking someone. He was
quite clear within himself on that point as he well knew the difference.
He had been in love three times in his life, and the women had been very
different from each other, yet all contained certain qualities that were hard to
define.
He thought about those loves he had known as he came back from the shower,
dressed and calm.
He stood in the doorway and looked at her as she dressed and she looked at
him and smiled and said, “You’re peeking.” He had replied “No, I’m not, I’m
looking, there is a difference”.
He watched as she slipped on the black bra which accentuated her white skin
and did that wobbly movement to get her breasts comfortable, then the
effortless reaching around her back with both hands to engage the clip, all done
in a few seconds. “How do they do it?" he thought when he had such trouble
doing up his wife when she had asked him to.
She pulled on her panties and started on the panty hose. On the way up she had
found she had forgotten to pack a pair so they stopped at a service station and
found a pair. “What do you think, the natural or the black?”
He said “Go for the black, they’ll go with the boots, the natural colour will look
odd.” His wife always wore black. And she bought the black.
He watched as she sat on the edge bed and carefully rolled up each leg of the
stocking, before slipping the left foot into the toe of the stocking and half
pulling it up her leg. Then the right side before standing up and doing that weird
kind of tummy shake as she pulled it up over her panties, followed by the tippy
toe shuffle to get the foot right, standing and smoothing her bum.
” All done”, with a smile as she took out the lipstick.
There had been the three loves in his life. Sure there had been others, but not
people he had loved. And how he wished he could articulate the feeling that he
could only express as a feeling of stars and moon everywhere and the allconsuming thoughts of “The One”, all the time.
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It never could last because that feeling of total love for the other in that allconsuming way had to be part of the cycle that led to a deeper love.
His friend Bryon said once, “Have you ever thought about the women that have
been part of your life?”
Well, he had, many times, and knew that they had all given him so much selfconfidence and love, but more especially each had been different and had
taught him so much about life.
Bryon had continued, “They’re always strong and independent women aren’t
they; why do you think that is?
He’d replied. “Got no idea.”
But he had really, he knew it was the feeling of abandonment he felt as a child
when his mum had been hospitalised for the mental illness that basically sent
her mad for months at a time. And the need for a woman to have strength to
ensure he wasn’t abandoned as an adult.
The psychiatrist he had visited that one time to try to understand himself better
had said, “Just remember that three women have loved you, give thanks for
that because some people never have one”.
He brought back a cup of hot water for her and tea for himself and waited
patiently for the ritual to end.
How many times had he watched his wife and how similar the two women
were; the careful application of the lipstick very accurately applied then the
strange pout of the lips to smooth it all out and finally the eye makeup, all
done looking into a mirror and back to front. He always found that amazing.
As they left to room she looked back over her shoulder and smoothed some
invisible wrinkle around her bottom, another ritual that women seem to do
instinctively.
That morning she had said,” It was a lot easier than I thought it would be.” and
with a smile “I think I may well have some hormones left”.
But he had felt her body move and knew she had.
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Marijuana
I guess it must have been in the late 70s when I first met Geoff. He was a
teacher at one of the primary schools where Peg taught and probably a few
years younger than her.
Being a person who’d decided to be a teacher later in life than the usual cohort
he needed a bit of guidance. As he was quite a wilful and headstrong sort of guy
Peg took him under her wing, as she felt he had great potential. The children
liked and respected him, and he had a flair for keeping them interested in the
subjects he taught.
As the age difference was not great between both of us he became part of our
circle so we used to see him quite frequently and he and I used to play golf
together.
Now Geoff only had one leg, well not strictly true as he’d been born with both,
but a really horrendous accident on a motor bike had ensured he had a regular
leg and an artificial one.
This never stopped him in any way. A bit like Douglas Bader he used to go
dancing, swimming, golf and everything else in between; never short of
girlfriends. But the accident did exacerbate an already short fuse so he could be
a bit of a handful at times, especially when he’d had a few drinks. He used to
smoke pot before his accident which increased after the amputation as it
helped him deal with the phantom and actual pain which never really left him.
I learnt quite a bit about artificial limbs from Geoff, especially the attaching of
same to his body. Sometimes he’d take the leg off when over at our place which
could be a bit confronting. He’d undo the straps and flop the end of his leg out
which would be covered with a kind of sock to prevent chafing, so he’d flop this
big fatty end around until Peg would say. “For God’s sake put the bloody thing
away.” He’d laugh and take another puff of his joint. Geoff wasn’t into
sensitivity.
I asked one day if I could have a feel of the floppy end to see what the bone felt
like. It was weird, as there is just the end of the bone encased in flesh, fat and
tissue, a bit like the Sunday roast, so I could see that it must have been painful if
the straps didn’t take the weight.
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He had to have the artificial leg replaced at times as joints wore out and the
part that held the stump needed changing as the body lost or gained fat. So he
had a collection and I thought wouldn’t it be a great talking point if I attached a
leg to the ceiling or coming out of a wall? I explained my idea to Geoff, and it
tickled his fancy, so he gave me an old one. We discussed what we put it on, like
a pot plant or something or other. So full of enthusiasm I broached the subject
with Peg, who gently reminded me that it might severely impact on our sex life
as she wouldn’t be sharing the house with” That bloody leg.” So reluctantly I
evaluated the situation and put Geoff’s leg in the shed and eventually out on
the hard rubbish where someone nicked it.
I used to have a joint or two with Geoff and as the smoke filled the house, I
guess Peg got a bit high too. Neither Geoff or I were regular cigarette smokers, I
gave up when I was about 22, and he later in life. But when you roll a joint it is
best if you mix it with a bit of regular tobacco to make it burn better. So we’d sit
there with a glass or two and puff away. Though I can’t say it made much of a
difference, perhaps made me a bit more relaxed and talkative and as I’m a
happy drinker. Everything looked and felt funnier, especially when with friends.
Geoff gave me eleven marijuana seeds, just little black things, so we discussed
the best place to plant them. As I had a nice strip up the side of the house which
got the sun. In they went. Long suffering Peg gave me permission not having a
clue as to what the plant would look like. I guess thought it would look a bit like
a marigold or similar.
Well, marijuana has a life all its own; looks a bit like a tomato plant and you can
have female or male plants. The female has the seed head with the most potent
leaves. And they grew and grew, all eleven seeds thrived in the sun and by
regular watering. They were fast approaching the top of the six-foot fence,
which just happened to face the neighbours’ back door, when Peg happened to
come by with our son Michael, who was about fourteen at the time, and had
forgotten all about the seeds.
“They’re nice Den,” says Peg, “and really covering the fence nicely. What are
they, sunflowers? They’ll look lovely when they bloom.”
I proudly explained, “No Peg they’re the marijuana plants but glad you like
them.”
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Peg went into melt down. “What if the cops, see them, the neighbours, our
friends? We’ll all go to jail, we’ll all be ruined and I’m not visiting you in prison.”
Michael said,” Cool, can I show them to my mates?”
Peg said in voice that could have frozen water. “See you’re turning Michael into
a junkie.”
And eventually, when they’d cooled down a bit, I said,” Look, I only want to see
how tall they’ll grow, and when that happens, I’ll cut them down I promise.”,
using my hangdog and pleading little boy look “ and I’ll take all the blame.”
So Peg relented, and when they topped the fence, I simply cut them off about
6cm below the top and let them grow again. Eventually, when Michael also
joined in the chorus, I gave in and cut them down and, as I didn’t have drying
facilities, gave all the leaves to Geoff who took about six laundry baskets full
home.
Geoff finally drifted out of our lives and probably ended up with his girlfriend up
north with all the other people who didn’t quite fit in.
But that wasn’t the end of my relationship with the weed. Marijuana plants are
really interesting as there are both male and female ones. Marijuana plants
show gender, and the sex matters a lot to the grower and that’s because only
female plants produce buds. So how do you grow female plants?
Regular marijuana seeds will be 50% male, and 50% female. That means half of
the seeds will be unusable as far as growing buds so one way around this is to
just use feminized seeds. Nowadays you can get them in the USA online though
not sure if Australia will let them in. These seeds are available from all reputable
online seedbanks in the States, and the plants produced by these seeds are
always female.
Plants go through two stages of life, the vegetative stage and the flowering
stage.
They first go through the vegetative life stage, which you can sort of consider its
“childhood” since the plant is only focusing on growing bigger and taller, and
gender doesn’t matter. At the beginning of this stage, you usually can’t tell what
the plant’s gender is.
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Once the plant is about 6 weeks old, it will usually show signs of “pre-flowers”
which will tell you to the gender before the beginning of the flowering stage.
Next, cannabis plants switch to the flowering stage, which means they stop
growing bigger and taller, and instead spend all their effort growing flowers (the
buds everyone wants cos they have the greater potency). The flowering stage is
like the adult stage of a cannabis plant since at this point it’s only interested in
adult stuff like growing its male and female parts, then pollinating. In the
flowering stage, plants start growing buds or pollen sacs in earnest and the buds
that are wanted are female flowers, so growers generally only want to grow
female plants.
About ten years later I was the general manager of the Freemason Organisation,
and, in particular, the Punt Rd residential unit for aged Freemasons and
Centennial House, the hospital and geriatric unit. It was a big facility with about
150 staff and 350 clients and strangely enough I wasn’t a Freemason! I think
they gave me the job to show they didn’t differentiate! Anyway, we decided to
completely renew the dining room and general facilities and when it came to
furnishings I had last say on décor and furnishings. Amongst all the artificial
flowers and plants that I selected for the facility, as it was lacking in natural sun
light, were a dozen or so artificial marijuana plants! And no one else had a clue
what they were.
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